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1

Introduction
OVERVIEW

1.1

JMP Consultants Ltd has been commissioned by North Yorkshire County Council (NYCC) to develop a
business case for a programme of maintenance to Category 4 roads linking villages with service centres
within the county.

1.2

NYCC, in partnership with York, North Yorkshire and East Riding (YNYER) LEP originally identified the
programme as suitable for Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) funding and it was included in the YNYER
LEP Strategic Economic Plan published in 2014.

1.3

The bid consists of £24m of LEP funding from the Local Growth Fund between 2016/17 and 2020/21
(approximately £5m per year), which will be supplemented by a local contribution from NYCC of £8m
between 2016/17 and 2020/21.

RETAINED SCHEMES
1.4

When the first round of Growth Deals were agreed by ministers, it was decided that a small number of
the most complex and expensive transport projects should be seen as part of a national portfolio of
schemes (known as ‘retained schemes’), as well as being significant projects within the LEP areas
concerned.

1.5

Schemes starting in 2016/17 or later are generally included in the portfolio if they:

1.6



Were classed as a transport scheme;



Required competitive Growth Deal funding of over £10m; and



Had a total cost of over £20m.

Therefore, given the requirement for £24m of LEP funding for the programme, the project is a retained
scheme and hence final approval will be given by ministers rather than the LEP, and the Department for
Transport (DfT) will undertake the assurance of the project.

APPROACH TO APPRAISAL
1.7

The modelling and appraisal work within the business case has been undertaken using the Highways
Maintenance Appraisal Tool (HMAT) developed by the Transport Research Laboratory on behalf of DfT.
The model assesses a range of inputs relating to maintenance spend and project outcomes measured
both in terms of the impact on the quality of the road network, but also economic benefits arising from
the work, such as journey time savings and reductions in vehicle operating costs.

1.8

The business case has been undertaken in accordance with the DfT guidance on the Transport
Business Cases, in addition to the guidance for retained schemes. Following this introduction, the report
is structured as follows:



Chapter 2 sets out the Strategic Case;



Chapter 3 presents the Economic Case;



Chapter 4 presents the Financial Case;



Chapter 5 sets out the Commercial Case;



Chapter 6 sets out the Management Case; and



Chapter 7 provides a summary of the full business case.
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2

Strategic Case
INTRODUCTION

2.1

NYCC, in conjunction with the York, North Yorkshire and East Riding (YNYER) LEP, has identified an
opportunity and need to provide capital investment in road maintenance at a number of key locations
across the county. The rationale for this is twofold.

2.2

Firstly, the investment will seek to improve the condition and quality of North Yorkshire’s highway assets
in a cost effective manner, addressing the results of a period of under investment in highway
maintenance (an issue that goes beyond North Yorkshire and has been identified as an issue at a
national and local level).

2.3

Secondly, the investment in highway maintenance will support the wider growth agenda being
developed in North Yorkshire and led by the YNYER LEP by supporting the key growth areas across the
county and helping to deliver a reliable road network.

2.4

The proposals in the bid do not simply address a maintenance backlog, but additionally provide
investment that will contribute to a more efficient asset management process in the long term,
preventing the need for reactive maintenance which is both expensive and, due to its unplanned nature,
more disruptive.

BUSINESS STRATEGY
Strategic Economic Plan
2.5

The YNYER Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) has five key priorities which include supporting ‘profitable
and ambitious small and micro businesses’ and ‘a well connected economy’. Given that 99% of YNYER
businesses are small or micro businesses this emphasises the importance of the aim to support these
businesses in achieving the overall growth aims of the plan.

2.6

In relation to ‘a well connected economy’, the key goal is to ensure that businesses across the area are
connected to their customers, markets and workforce, with transport, mobile and broadband networks
being an enabler for thriving, prosperous places where businesses are able to grow.

2.7

The Category 4 road maintenance bid known as ‘maintenance of rural connectivity to North Yorkshire
growth centres’ is identified as one of four schemes which will enhance the reliability of the existing road
network within the YNYER LEP area.

2.8

Moreover, the SEP identifies that in a predominantly rural LEP area such as YNYER, one of the major
transport constraints on the economy is the condition of the road network. Despite additional local
investment and improved efficiency in the delivery of highway maintenance works, the current level of
funding is not sufficient, which is likely to have a significant adverse impact on rural businesses.

NYCC Strategic Aims and Objectives
2.9

NYCC is the scheme promoter for this proposal. NYCC is the highway authority responsible for all roads
within North Yorkshire except those operated by Highways England.

2.10

The North Yorkshire Local Transport Plan for 2011-2016 (LTP3) sets out a vision, objectives and
commitment for transport.
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2.11

The vision is as follows:

North Yorkshire - a place of equal opportunity where all can develop their full potential, participate
in a flourishing economy, live and thrive in secure communities, see their high quality environment
and cultural assets maintained and enhanced, and receive effective support when they need it.
2.12

This would be achieved through the following objectives:



Supporting flourishing local economies by delivering reliable and efficient transport networks and
services (local economies);



Reducing the impact of transport on the natural and built environment and tackling climate change
(environment and climate change);



Improving transport safety and security and promoting healthier travel (safety and healthier travel);



Promoting greater equality of opportunity for all by improving people’s access to all necessary
services (access to services); and



Ensuring transport helps improve quality of life for all (quality of life).

2.13

The plan states that the delivery of these objectives will be achieved through NYCC’s commitment to
manage, maintain and improve transport networks and services.

2.14

As funding has become more limited in recent years, NYCC has sought to address these objectives
through a focus on road maintenance (as the road network is the primary asset on which the local
economy relies). Further to this, the maintenance of the road network to smaller villages contributes, in
some form, to all of the five objectives.

THE PROBLEM IDENTIFIED
2.15

It is widely acknowledged at all levels including businesses, the general public and central government
that there is insufficient money available for local authorities to properly maintain all their roads. In North
Yorkshire, maintenance backlogs are significant and it is estimated that the total backlog on North
Yorkshire roads is around £320m. To put this in context, the total capital allocation each year from
central government to NYCC is only £28m and, putting the maintenance backlog aside, the authority
would require £60m per annum to maintain the network. In the long run, this shortfall has the effect of
worsening the quality of the road surface creating larger longer term issues as the structure of the road
deteriorates over time.

2.16

To try and manage the effect of the issue, NYCC has focussed available maintenance funding on the
higher category roads (which are the most heavily used in the county), and these are generally in a good
condition. However this has meant that there is a backlog of maintenance on the minor roads across the
county.

2.17

In particular, Category 4a and 4b roads (many of which provide links from villages to their nearest
service centre), have seen a significant increase in their maintenance backlogs, with 22% of Category
4a roads and 27% of Category 4b roads requiring maintenance in 2014.

2.18

North Yorkshire is England’s largest county. Being predominantly rural, it has a polycentric geography
having a number of local service centres, surrounded by small towns and villages. With such a scattered
geography, the residents of the villages are often reliant on the Category 4 roads (that are rapidly
deteriorating) to start and end trips and, in some cases, for all of trips to their local service centre. For
local businesses that are based in such villages, the impacts will be severe - they will incur increased
costs due to vehicle damage and fuel costs as they travel for business. Further to this, businesses that
are based in villages but rely on customers making visits to them, will be disadvantaged as a perception
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grows that roads away from the busier parts of the road network are in a poor condition. This is a
particular issue in North Yorkshire where, in addition to agriculture, the visitor economy is of
considerable importance and, in some cases, helps to maintain the long term viability of shops and
services in small villages. These issues are highlighted in the letters of support for the project from the
York and North Yorkshire Chamber and the Federation of Small Businesses (North Yorkshire Region)
which are presented in Appendix A.
2.19

The table below presents the change in the proportion of different road categories requiring
maintenance across North Yorkshire between 2010 and 2014.
Table 2.1 Proportion of Roads Requiring Maintenance (by Category)

2.20

Road Type

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Category 2

1%

2%

2%

1%

1%

Category 3a

4%

3%

4%

4%

5%

Category 3b

3%

4%

5%

3%

3%

Category 4a

7%

9%

11%

25%

22%

Category 4b

15%

13%

18%

25%

27%

All Roads

10%

10%

13%

19%

20%

The table clearly shows how the focus on Category 2 and 3 roads has maintained the standards of
those roads, but very clearly at the cost of Category 4 roads. Overall, the proportion of the roads in North
Yorkshire that require maintenance has doubled since 2010 from 10% to 20%. To provide some further
context, the following table presents an estimate of how many kilometres of road require maintenance by
category.
Table 2.2 Kilometres of Roads Requiring Maintenance (by Category)

2.21

Road Type

Total Distance (km)

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Category 2

359

4

7

7

4

4

Category 3a

627

25

19

25

25

31

Category 3b

1,122

34

45

56

34

34

Category 4a

1,838

129

165

202

460

404

Category 4b

4,386

658

570

789

1,097

1,184

Total

8,332

849

806

1,080

1,618

1,657

The scale of the issue facing NYCC can clearly be seen in the table above, with 95% of the
maintenance backlog being on Category 4 roads. Without further investment, this figure will worsen over
time, which will in turn increase the cost of addressing the problem further.

IMPACT OF NOT CHANGING
2.22

10

Without a concerted approach to the maintenance of Category 4 roads, the condition of these roads will
deteriorate further to levels worse than those presented in the table above. The longer that a road is left
without maintenance, the greater the cost of resolving the issue, meaning that if any further funds
became available in the future to invest in road maintenance, NYCC would only be able to repair a
shorter length of road than the equivalent funding would today. Therefore, to ensure the most efficient
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use of funding and to ensure the continuing safe and efficient operation of these critical routes between
villages and service centres within the county, addressing this backlog is the number one transport
priority for the county council. This view is shared by local residents who, in a recent survey, stated that
highway maintenance issues were the most important elements of the transport services provided by the
County Council. The results of this survey are presented in Appendix B for information.
2.23

In addition to the cost of addressing the issue in the long term, there would be further ongoing costs
relating to the impact on the local economy of continued and deteriorating quality of local roads.
Research by You Gov has estimated that SME businesses that are affected by poor road conditions
lose £8,000 per annum due to vehicle damage and additional fuel costs, whilst a third of businesses lose
around £15,000 per annum because of reduced competitiveness as a result of the condition of their local
roads. The scale of these costs could be critical to the ongoing vitality of small businesses in North
Yorkshire. Based upon the number of small businesses in North Yorkshire, this could equate to
approximately £250m per year in losses to businesses.

2.24

As identified in the letter of support from the Federation of Small Businesses in Appendix A, in North
Yorkshire, half of businesses stated in a recent survey that the poor state of the transport network had
cost their business up to £5,000 in 12 months, with a further 12% stating that it had cost them between
£5,000 and £19,999. Given that 72% of small businesses in the county state that their car is crucial to
their business, these figures are likely to increase significantly if the percentage of Category 4a roads in
need of maintenance increases substantially.

DRIVERS OF CHANGE
2.25

There are three key drivers of change that generate the need for the scheme proposed to improve levels
of maintenance on Category 4 roads.

2.26

The first is the pressure from the public and local businesses to improve the rural roads within the county
which is illustrated by the residents’ survey and letters of support presented in Appendix A and Appendix
B. As identified by the York and North Yorkshire Chamber of Commerce, 90% of homes and businesses
in the YNYER LEP area now have access to fibre broadband which will encourage more people to set
up and grow businesses in rural areas, so it is considered vital that they also have reliable road access
to their premises in order to ‘lock-in’ the benefits of the investment in communication infrastructure in the
county.

2.27

The second driver is the ongoing reduction in available funding for road maintenance. To fully maintain
all roads that require maintenance in North Yorkshire, a budget of around £60m per year is required,
however the available central government funding is presently only around £28m per annum (2015/162020/21). NYCC has made the decision to supplement the maintenance funding available from central
government with all but £1m of the annual Integrated Transport Block allocation, demonstrating the
importance of road maintenance issues to NYCC. Even allowing for this, the total available funding
represents only approximately 50% of the funding required to maintain the road network, before the
backlog is considered.

2.28

The third driver of change is a need to ensure that the funding available for maintenance work
maximises the benefits. It is more efficient to have a planned programme of works that delivers a road
surface that will avoid the need for further ad hoc maintenance than to operate on a reactive basis,
which causes more disruption during road works and potentially does not address the cause of the
problem. Furthermore, to reiterate, the longer that a road is left without maintenance, the greater the
cost of resolving the issue, meaning that if any further funds became available in the future to invest in
road maintenance, NYCC would be able to repair a shorter length of road than the equivalent funding
would today.
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SCHEME OBJECTIVE
2.29

There is a need to provide investment in road maintenance to prevent further erosion in the quality of the
road network in North Yorkshire, both to ensure the efficient management of the road network in the
short, medium and long term but also to help support the growth of the economy across the county.
Based on this, the following objectives have been identified:



To address the current maintenance backlog on Category 4 roads to, as a minimum, prevent
further increases in the proportion of roads requiring attention.



To improve journey reliability and reduce the need for ad hoc maintenance on Category 4 roads.



To reduce the number of claims made to the council for damage to vehicles on poorly maintained
Category 4 roads.



To ensure that investment in maintenance on Category 4 roads supports the aims of local
businesses.

OPTIONS EVALUATED
2.30

This business case is unusual in that rather than delivering a wholly new piece of infrastructure it is
setting out to renew existing infrastructure to maintain performance. The impact of this is that the
approach to considering options is based around different approaches to maintaining the road network
rather than different specific schemes.

2.31

The options considered are as follows:

Do Minimum
2.32

The do minimum option would be to continue with the present approach to road maintenance which
continues to prioritise the ‘A’ and ‘B’ (Category 2 and 3) road networks with the aim of maintaining these
in a good condition with the Category 4 roads receiving a lower level of funding. Whilst NYCC would
ensure it fulfilled its duty to maintain a safe network, as the maintenance backlog increases, this would
inevitably lead to a further deterioration in the quality of the Category 4 network, which would, in the long
run, make restoring the network to a satisfactory level more expensive. This would also result in an
increase in the proportion of Category 4 roads in need of maintenance. There would also be a significant
increase in the revenue spend by NYCC associated with reactive and emergency maintenance required
to allow the network to continue to operate alongside a likely increase in third party claims and negative
impact on local businesses. This would be an ineffective way of spending revenue resources.

2.33

The two graphs below demonstrate the anticipated condition of the Category 4 network over the next 30
years without the investment coming forward. The first graph shows Category 4a roads, the second
Category 4b roads.
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Figure 2.1 Condition of Category 4a Roads Without Additional Investment
Asset: 4a Scenario:

% Distribution of Asset in Condition Bands
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Figure 2.2 Condition of Category 4b Roads Without Additional Investment
Asset: 4b Scenario:

% Distribution of Asset in Condition Bands
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2.34

Without the anticipated investment the condition of the network deteriorates significantly, with well over
50% of the roads in very poor condition by the end of the period.

Do Something
2.35

Having identified that a do minimum option is unsustainable, the remaining issues relating to options are
to identify which routes and which parts of the county should receive the benefits of the additional
funding. With a network of Category 4 roads of over 6,000km it is important to prioritise those routes that
are of most relevance and most in need of investment.

2.36

To demonstrate the impact of the investment the following graphs show the condition of the network as
a result of the proposed intervention.
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Figure 2.3 Condition of Category 4a Roads After Additional Investment
Asset: 4a Scenario:

% Distribution of Asset in Condition Bands
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Figure 2.4 Condition of Category 4b Roads after additional Investment
Asset: 4b Scenario:

% Distribution of Asset in Condition Bands
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2.37

The investment has a pronounced impact on the condition of the network compared to the graphs
presented in figures 2.1 and 2.2. There is both an immediate improvement in the quality of the network,
and the benefits of the investment remain over a long period. For example, in 2030 only 40% of
Category 4b roads would be in a very poor condition compared to 50% without the investment.

2.38

In identifying which routes should receive treatment, there is a focus on both the existing condition of the
asset, the importance of individual links and their relevance to the main growth centres in North
Yorkshire. The key aim of the current bid is to ensure that the links connecting villages with their local
service centres are in a good condition. The following table provides an indication of how the additional
funding will be allocated across the county for the period 2016/17 to 2020/21.
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Table 2.3 Indicative Spend across the County over the Programme (LEP Contribution)

Service Centre

Cost (£k)

Catterick Garrison / Colburn

1,056

Malton / Norton

5,317

Scarborough

1,547

Selby

3,876

Skipton

967

Harrogate

3,087

Northallerton

5,578

Thirsk

3,024

Total

24,452

2.39

The split between service centres above has been based on the current condition of the network and the
volume of Category 4 roads in each area. For example, in the Skipton area, the very rural upland
geography and dominance of a small number of higher category roads means that the level of funding
required is lower than in other parts of the county. In contrast, in the Malton and Northallerton areas, the
geography of the area features large numbers of small villages with a complex network of minor roads
linking them.

2.40

The roads have been identified in such a way that investment in their maintenance provides the greatest
overall level of benefit in terms of the impact on asset condition and the consequent impact on local
businesses and residents.

MEASURES FOR SUCCESS
2.41

The nature of this project and the impact that it has are comparatively easy to assess. The measures for
success will be for the parts of the Category 4 network covered by the project:



A stabilisation in the proportion of roads in need of maintenance over the five years from 2016/17 to
2020/21.



A reduction in the spend on reactive maintenance by 2021.



A reduction in the number of potholes reported via the ‘report pothole’ facility from 2016 to 2021.



A reduction in vehicle damage claims from over the over the five years from 2016/17 to 2020/21.



Positive feedback from the local business community in the areas targeted.

PROJECT SCOPE
2.42

The scope of the project is limited to Category 4 roads within North Yorkshire that are in need of
maintenance and have been identified as linking villages, either directly or via a higher category road,
with their local growth centre.

2.43

Any roads that fall outside of Category 4 will be out of the scope of the scheme. In addition, Category 4
roads that do not perform a direct role in linking villages to their immediate growth centres or any that
are not in need of maintenance are out of the scope of this work.
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CONSTRAINTS AND INTERDEPENDENCIES
2.44

The constraints and dependencies related to this work are comparatively limited. The main constraints
and interdependencies relate to the timing of the works to ensure that disruption to the network will be
minimised. Clearly there may be specific issues relating to the use and character of certain roads.
However the following are potential issues:



Need to consider timing of any temporary road closures to villages to avoid any issues relating to
access for commuting and education (implementing night closures etc. where needed);



Need to avoid routes whilst any major developments are taking place;



Impact of or on other NYCC maintenance improvement works (including the potential to make
efficiency savings by co-ordinating or combining works);



Impact on diversion routes;



Impact of Highways England schemes on programme and resources;



Statutory undertaker’s works (where the preference would be to co-ordinate works to minimise
disruption to road users);



Local, regional and national shows and events such as markets, the Great Yorkshire Show, Tour
de Yorkshire etc.;



Seasonal considerations, such as the need to avoid works in Scarborough and other resorts in the
summer months; and



Impact on adjacent businesses.

STAKEHOLDERS
2.45

As the scheme deals with the maintenance of an existing asset the number of stakeholders involved in
the delivery process is limited, as NYCC will be delivering the project within the bounds of the highway
for which it is responsible.

2.46

However, there are a number of external stakeholders who have an interest in the project, specifically
local businesses and the general public. Strong support already exists from the York and North
Yorkshire Chamber, and the Federation of Small Businesses, both of whom emphasised the importance
to local businesses in rural areas of reliable and well maintained road networks. Letters of support from
these organisations can be found in Appendix A.

2.47

There is likely to be a high level of public support for the scheme based on the priority the public place
on the condition of the highways in the county as is shown in Appendix B. These surveys carried out on
behalf of NYCC also show that, on a range of issues relating to satisfaction with transport services
across the county, condition of the highways has the lowest overall satisfaction level, with only
approximately a third of respondents being satisfied. This clearly indicates that the general public feel
that the existing condition of highways is unsatisfactory.

2.48

As with the wider maintenance programme, there are a number of internal and external stakeholders
that the council will notify in line with their standard procedures, which are set out in more detail in the
Management Case.

SUMMARY
2.49
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The proposed Category 4 maintenance scheme is in accordance with YNYER LEP and NYCC strategic
objectives including contributing towards the SEP objective of ensuring a ‘well connected economy’ and
to many of the NYCC LTP3 objectives.
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2.50

The project aims to address the significant maintenance backlog on Category 4 roads which has been a
consequence of the need to concentrate on the more heavily used parts of the road network due to a
lack of funding. This has resulted in many of the smaller towns and villages being particularly affected by
the negative aspects of poor road maintenance.

2.51

Research by You Gov has estimated that SME businesses that are affected by poor road conditions
lose £8,000 per annum due to vehicle damage and additional fuel costs, whilst a third of businesses lose
approximately £15,000 per annum because of reduced competitiveness as a result of the condition of
their local roads. The scale of these costs could be critical to the ongoing vitality of small businesses in
North Yorkshire. Based upon the number of small businesses in the county, this could equate to
approximately £250m per year in losses to businesses.

2.52

In addition, NYCC estimates that at the current rate of deterioration up to 65% of Category 4a roads will
be in need of maintenance by 2021. The longer that a road is left without maintenance, the greater the
cost of resolving the issue, meaning that if any further funds became available in the future to invest in
road maintenance, NYCC would be able to repair a shorter length of road than the equivalent funding
would today. In a large and rural authority such as North Yorkshire, this is a particular issue and is hence
the number one transport priority for the county council.

2.53

Two options have been considered. The first is to continue with the current maintenance regime, which
results in a rapidly increasing proportion of Category 4 routes which are in a very poor condition,
meaning that returning these routes to an appropriate condition will be more costly to the council and
more disruptive to local residents and businesses. The second is to invest additional funds in the
Category 4 network connecting towns and villages with service centres, which reduces the proportion
that are in a very poor condition within the programme period to 2021, but also in the longer term,
allowing more effective use of future maintenance budgets. It will also reduce insurance claims and the
cost to residents and businesses of poorly maintained roads.

2.54

Scheme objectives and measures for success of the project have been identified, as well as key
constraints and interdependencies.

2.55

The project is supported by both local residents and local business and a stakeholder management
process is in place to manage any short term negative impacts on stakeholders, which is set out in more
detail in the Management Case.
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3

Economic Case
INTRODUCTION

3.1

This chapter presents details of the appraisal undertaken and value for money case for additional
investment in the maintenance of Category 4 roads in North Yorkshire. The economic impact has been
assessed in line with WebTAG guidance and uses the results of modelling conducted using the
Highways Maintenance Appraisal Tool (HMAT) developed by the Department for Transport (DfT) and
Transport Research Laboratory (TRL).

3.2

Full details of the rationale for the intervention are presented in the Strategic Case. The Economic Case
is limited to examining the value for money case for the chosen intervention.

3.3

The economic case contains the following sections:



Option appraised – description of the main scheme that has been assessed;



HMAT Modelling – information on the HMAT modelling process including detail of the input and key
outputs;



Data on traffic volumes and growth;



Approach to risk and optimism bias;



Appraisal results;



Sensitivity tests - information on sensitivity tests carried out;



Value for Money Statement – demonstrating the value for money of the scheme as proposed; and



Appraisal Summary Table – summary of the schemes assessed.

IDENTIFYING THE NETWORK
3.4

A key part of the economic case has been the identification and assessment of the network identified for
inclusion within the study. As well as meeting the requirements of the strategic case (to provide links
between villages and growth centres) the network identified should also seek to maximise the value for
money achieved and provide benefits where they are most needed.

3.5

To this end a number of network lengths have been modelled to understand the level of benefits
achievable. An unusual factor that impacts on this scheme is that the programme will vary over time
dependent on the condition of the network, the deterioration of which varies spatially and temporally.
This means that not only is it difficult to develop a full programme of work over a five year period as the
condition will vary, but it also means that the network identified needs to be longer than the actual length
treated as the quality of the road surface will vary significantly at a very local level.

3.6

The three options examined as part of the process were as follows:
Table 3.1 Three network options assessed
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Category 4a (km)

Category 4b (km)

Total Length (km)

Length as % of
Total

Option 1

412.30

384.3

796.6

17%

Option 2

759.02

1,101.15

1,860.3

40%

Option 3

759.02

612.8

1,371.86

30%

Total Category 4
Network Length

1,535.6

3,137.9

4673.5

N/A
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3.7

The first option only covers around 17% of the total Category 4 network in the county. Whilst this option
generated reasonable benefits the option favoured more inlay schemes, meaning that the benefits were
not spread as far as they might have been.

3.8

The second option extended the network with a view to altering the treatment profiles to impact a larger
share of the network. However this option extends the programme on the Category 4b network
significantly more than that on the category 4a network. This has an impact on the business case as the
Category 4b roads are used by lower levels of traffic and therefore fewer users benefit from the
investment.

3.9

The final option (Option 3) has been selected as representing the best balance between maximising the
length of network treated whilst still representing good value for money. This option has been used in
the assessment and is based around maintaining the extended length of Category 4a network but
reducing the Category 4b network within the programme, helping to improve the case as a greater
proportion of the funding can be focussed on the Category 4a network. The final network to be treated is
presented in a series of maps in Appendix F.

OPTION APPRAISED
3.10

The following options include assumptions made for the purposes of the assessment using the HMAT
tool and actual treatments may in practise vary depending on the maintenance needs of the network.
The central option appraised as part of this business case involves a programme of additional spending
on the upgrading and maintenance of Category 4 roads in North Yorkshire. The programme involves
spending an additional £32m on improvements over a five year period beginning in 2016-17.

3.11

The assessment undertaken in the HMAT model assumes that the programme will typically deliver 127
additional individual maintenance schemes each year, improving an additional 87km of highway per
annum, or 435km over the course of the programme. This will be additional to the 71km of
improvements that will be carried out on the Category 4 roads without the funding being in place. The
additional funding will be spent on improvements to road surfaces and associated works (such as edge
treatments and haunching) using two treatment types, dependent on the existing condition of the road.
The treatment strategies are:



Surface treatment; and



Structural overlay.

3.12

Surface treatment is better suited to roads that are presently in a better condition, whilst the structural
overlay is more suited to roads in a poorer condition, requiring a greater level of work.

3.13

The rationale for having two treatment types reflects the need to manage the network for the long term
as well addressing more immediate problems. The application of a moderate overlay to a road in poor
condition will provide an immediate improvement in the short term and avoid the need for ongoing
reactive works. In contrast, the application of surface treatments to roads that are in a fair condition will
help to extend their life, avoiding the need for more expensive treatments such as overlays, and also
limit the need for reactive maintenance.

3.14

The following table compares aspects of the do minimum and do something scenarios.
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Table 3.2 Comparison of Do Minimum and Do Something Scenarios
Do Minimum

Do Something

Net Change

1,371

1,371

N/A

Number of schemes per annum

20

147

127

Number of surface treatment schemes per
annum

18

132

114

Number of overlay schemes per annum

2

15

13

£0.932m

£7.00m

£6.06m

£0.744m

£5.6m

£4.85m

£0.188m

£1.4m

£1.21m

14.10

101.23

87.13

1

Total Category 4 rural length (km)
2

2

Total spend per annum (£m)

Total spend surface treatment per annum
Total spend overlay per annum
Total km upgraded per annum

3.15

2

2

2

The table demonstrates clearly the scale of the uplift in investment in road maintenance on the rural
Category 4 network over the period of the investment.

HMAT MODELLING WORK
3.16

The modelling and appraisal work carried out to develop the case for this investment has been
undertaken using the HMAT developed by DfT and TRL. The model assesses a range of inputs relating
to maintenance spend and project outcomes measured both in terms of the impact on the quality of the
road network, but also the economic benefits arising from this. More details on the modelling approach
can be found in Appendix J.

3.17

The main inputs to the model are presented below:

3.18



Do minimum and do something spend profiles;



Condition of the existing network;



Treatment strategies to be applied and allocation of treatment strategies to the condition of the
existing network;



Average scheme length and total network length;



Estimated traffic flows and future growth in vehicle kilometres; and



Cost of treatments.

The model produces a range of outputs. These can broadly be split into condition related outputs
(examining the condition of the network after the projected spend) and economic outputs (looking at the
broader benefits of the investment); for example, in terms of the value of time savings, or changes to
vehicle operating costs. The key outputs of the model are presented below:



Change in road condition over the specified period;



Impact of the work being carried out on journey time, accidents, vehicle operating costs and
carbon;

1

This is the length of network identified as meeting the strategic objectives of the scheme. The total category 4 rural network extends to
4,673km
2

Averaged over the five year programme
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Carbon impact of the work carried out including both emissions from vehicles involved in the
process as well as embedded carbon impact of the materials;



Long term changes in vehicle operating costs, value of time, carbon and accidents of the improved
quality of the road surface; and



Additional jobs created and associated Gross Value Added (GVA) uplift from work carried out (not
included in the unadjusted benefit cost ratio (BCR) within this business case).

3.19

Whilst the inputs to the process are based around the overall investment requirements, the modelling
process is indifferent to the locations of individual schemes, being only concerned with the overall length
of the road network that is upgraded, the length of schemes and the cost of the treatments.

3.20

Three main scenarios were modelled which examined the impact of benefits over different periods,
although the treatment strategies and funding profiles remained constant. The scenarios modelled were:

3.21



15 year assessment;



30 year assessment; and



60 year assessment.

The rationale for examining three different appraisal periods relates to the potential distribution of the
benefits of the investment over time. For example, in the 15 year assessment, the benefits are largely
related to the immediate impact of improved journey times and reduced vehicle operating costs arising
from the improved network. In the longer term, the benefits relate to being able to maintain the network
in a better condition than would be possible without the proposed injection of capital funding. As the life
of the road surface is also finite, the period over which the benefits last is determined, in part, by the
level of usage of the roads in question.

Key Inputs to the HMAT Model
3.22

The main drivers of the HMAT tool are inputs generated by the Highway Maintenance Efficiency
Programme (HMEP) Lifecycle Planning Toolkit. The critical inputs are budget allocations, treatment
effects and initial road condition, which between them are the key determinants of the outputs from
HMAT. The tables below set out details of these inputs to the process.
Table 3.3 Maximum Budget Constraints per annum with and without additional funding
(averaged over five years)

Road Type

Budget Constraint
Do Minimum

Budget Constraint
Do Something

% Increase

Surface Treatment

£440,000

£3,150,000

615%

Overlay

£112,000

£810,000

623%

Surface Treatment

£304,000

£2,187,000

619%

Overlay

£76,000

£545,000

617%

Treatment

Category 4a

Category 4b

3.23

The table above demonstrates clearly the scale of the increase in spending across Category 4 roads.
The increase across each road type and treatment type is similar reflecting the volume of potential work
across this group of roads. The higher budget levels set for Category 4a routes reflects both the
marginally worse condition these routes are in (see below) and the length of the network relative to the
Category 4b network.

3.24

The table below presents the initial condition of the network in 2015 which represents the base year
input to the HMAT modelling. This information was gathered from NYCC’s own knowledge of the
condition of their assets.
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Table 3.4 Initial Network Condition 2015 (% of network in stated condition)

Description

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

Category 4a

31%

3%

36%

27%

2%

Category 4b

34%

5%

36%

22%

3%

3.25

At the present time the two road types are in a similar condition, with the category 4a routes being in
marginally worse condition overall with 29% being in poor or very poor condition against 25% of
Category 4b routes. This is reflected in the budget constraints for the two networks which are set higher
for the Category 4a network which is both longer and in worse condition than the Category 4b network.

3.26

Finally the table below defines the quality of finish that each treatment group will deliver; this measure is
common to both rural and urban routes. For routes that are in certain initial conditions then certain
treatments will not be applied, as they would not be appropriate to the condition of the route.
Table 3.5 Effect of Treatment on Roads in a Given Initial Condition

3.27

Treatment

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

Surface
Treatment

Very Good

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Overlay

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Good

Good

The effect of treatment in most cases is to return the road to a very good condition. The exceptions to
this are for surface treatment schemes where the initial condition of the road is fair or worse, where the
treatment can only improve the road by one condition category. For overlay schemes where the initial
condition is poor or very poor the scheme will only improve quality to a good condition.

Traffic Data
3.28

An important assumption relating to the economic benefits of the investment relates to the level of traffic
forecast to use the effected road network. Within the context of a programme that seeks to improve the
quality of rural roads across a large county, estimating traffic levels is a complex task. This is particularly
the case for assessing the number of trips using Category 4 roads in a rural area, as traffic count data
tends to be focussed on the busier Category 2 and 3 roads. Across North Yorkshire, there are only 30
automatic traffic counters located on Category 4 rural roads (19 on Category 4a roads and 11 on
Category 4b roads), covering only a very small proportion of the network. Six of these counters were
discounted from the process where fewer than 200 vehicles per day (category 4a roads) or 100 vehicles
per day (Category 4b roads) were found to be passing through these locations. A further category 4b
counter was discounted that was found to link to only a small number of houses at the end of a village. It
was considered that these locations were not representative of the identified network of routes, linking to
villages to service centres, that was linked to the strategic justification for the intervention.

3.29

The total number of vehicle kilometres across the whole Category 4 network was estimated using the
following process:
i.
Sum the Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADF) for car trips for counter locations in each road
category
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ii.

Divide the sum by the number of counters to obtain an average AADF for the category

iii.

Factor by 365 to obtain an annual average flow figure
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iv.
Multiply by the total length of roads in that category to produce an estimate of annual vehicle
kilometres for all categories
v.

Factor down to length of network impacted by LEP scheme

vi.

Repeat for other vehicle types

3.30

The result of this process may represent an underestimate of the number of trips using the network,
even allowing for the removal of the locations that had a very small number of trips. This is because the
a number of the remaining counter locations contained relatively low numbers of trips and were located
off the identified network. It was, however, considered prudent to include as many counters as possible,
given the small number of counters for a relatively large network covering a very large area.

3.31

The figure below presents the location of the ATC counters included in the traffic estimate, whilst the
table presents the estimated total vehicle kilometres on Category 4a and 4b roads.
Figure 3.1 Category 4 Road ATC Counters in North Yorkshire

Table 3.6 Traffic on Category 4 Roads (000 Vehicle km) on the identified network to be improved
Category

Car

Motorcycle

LGV

HGV

Bus

4a

223,805

4,079

32,549

9,008

2,871

4b

163,215

1,151

18,199

3,007

896

Total

387,020

6,779

50,748

12,015

3,767
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3.32

The figures above were calculated for 2014. To uplift the traffic counts to future levels, the English
Regional Traffic Forecasts were used, using the ‘Yorkshire & Humber Rural’ area type.

Treatment of Risk
3.33

The level of risk associated with schemes of this type is comparatively low. The methods used are well
understood and practised frequently by the local authority and its contractors as part of its usual
maintenance programmes. Furthermore, the treatments being considered for use as part of the scheme
presented involve only surface treatments or moderate overlays, neither of which is particularly invasive
to the road surface and this, therefore, limits the scope for issues arising.

3.34

Developing a Quantified Risk Assessment for the programme of works would not be appropriate as the
details of the programme over the five years are not known at this stage, and even the indicative
programme for the first year would be subject to change dependent on actual network conditions when
funding is available. JMP has instead conducted an analysis of estimated and outturn costs for the
2014/15 programme of works on the Category 4 network in North Yorkshire. The analysis is sufficiently
in depth to provide information by treatment type. The result of the analysis show that overall the outturn
costs for Category 4 routes were 13% below the estimated costs. However this masks some variation
between treatment types. The table below compares estimated and outturn costs for different treatments
and road types for the financial year 2014-15.
Table 3.7 Comparison of estimated and outturn costs 2014-15 (Category 4 Roads)

Category

Treatment Type

Estimate (£)

Outturn (£)

% Difference

Patching

£654,747

£763,351

17%

Inlay

£136,604

£243,053

78%

Surface Treatment

£1,360,297

£1,299,682

-4%

Patching

£1,412,164

£1,366,562

-3%

Inlay

£552,871

£802,704

45%

Surface Treatment

£3,308,967

£1,967,030

-41%

Category 4a

All

£2,151,648

£2,306,086

7%

Category 4b

All

£5,274,002

£4,136,296

-22%

All

All

£7,425,650

£6,442,382

-13%

Category 4a

Category 4b

NB: No patching works are included in this business case

3.35

In the 2014-15 programme there was significant fluctuation within treatment types but overall outturn
costs were below estimated costs by 13%.

3.36

There are a number of reasons for this range of results. The first reason is that the initial estimated costs
are developed at an early stage, before detailed site investigation has taken place and is therefore
based on assumed average costs and road dimensions. The authority is seeking to mitigate this issue
by bringing in highway designers at an earlier stage in the process which will lower the deviation
between expected and actual costs.

3.37

For category 4a and 4b routes this issue is compounded by a subset of routes which have an unusual
construction. Many of the most upland routes have historically been formed from stone tracks that have
had layers of asphalt added on top over time. Compared to roads with a more conventional structure
these routes present challenges to the accurate planning of a programme for their maintenance.
However these tend to form the least used Category 4 routes in North Yorkshire and therefore are not
included within the programme of work being assessed here. Instead the roads included in the network
for this programme form the better used Category 4a and 4b routes and have a more conventional
structure that makes the planning of their maintenance more predictable.
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3.38

The table below applies the 2014-15 costs variations to the proposed programme to estimate the
variation for the five year programme.
Table 3.8 Estimated Cost and Modelled Outturn Cost for Proposed Programme

Category

Treatment Type

Estimate (£)

Outturn (£)

% Difference

Category 4a

Inlay

£3,876,128

£6,896,606

78%

Surface Treatment

£15,055,082

£14,384,226

-4%

Inlay

£2,607,876

£3,786,330

45%

Surface Treatment

£10,460,917

£6,218,538

-40%

All Treatments

£32,000,000

£31,285,700

-2%

Category 4b

Total

3.39

Overall the estimated outturn costs of the programme are 2% below the estimated costs of the
programme. Whilst this illustrates the vulnerability of the programme to changes in the physical condition
of the network it shows that overall the costs of the programme can be controlled to deliver the
programme within budget. In the longer term one of the benefits of the programme will be an overall
improvement in the condition of the network which should reduce the vulnerability of the network to
sudden deterioration, for example as a result of weather conditions. This in turn will result in fewer
changes to the programme in later years.

3.40

To provide a robust approach to the assessment of the scheme a 10% risk layer has been assumed,
although a sensitivity test with zero risk has also been carried out, to reflect the findings of the table
above. To demonstrate NYCC’s approach to managing risk Appendix D contains example risk registers
for both a surface treatment and inlay scheme. Given the flexible nature of the programme it will be
possible to reinvest any under spend in further enhancements to the network that will further improve the
Category 4 network across North Yorkshire.

Optimism Bias
3.41

As this is a full business case, optimism bias has been applied to the programme at a rate of 3%, in line
with guidance in WebTAG Unit A1.2 Scheme Costs.

APPRAISAL RESULTS
3.42

The results of the appraisal for the three assessments described above (namely, 15, 30 and 60 years)
are presented in Table 3.3. To conform to WebTAG guidance, the results exclude valuations relating to
the GVA uplift from jobs; however, these can be included in an adjusted BCR. The results presented are
summaries, with more detail being provided in the value for money statement and Appraisal Summary
Table (AST).

3.43

The scheme costs and benefits have been discounted using 2015 as a base year. Whilst the standard
WebTAG base year is 2010, the HMAT modelling tool and associated Aggregated Outputs Model (AOM)
discounts results to the first year of the analysis conducted, in this case 2015.
Table 3.9 Results of HMAT Appraisal (Discounted to 2015)
15 Years

30 Years

60 Years

Present value of costs (£m)

29.62

29.62

29.62

Present value of benefits (£m)

47.24

70.17

82.17

Net present value (£m)

14.17

37.10

49.10
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Benefit cost ratio

3.44

1.60

2.37

2.77

The table shows that the appraisals conducted over 30 and 60 years both show a BCR that represents
high value for money (i.e. in excess of 2.00), although the 15 year appraisal represents low value for
money (as defined by DfT). This is felt to be a realistic result due to the fact that usage of Category 4
roads is lower than other roads and therefore the user benefits each year are correspondingly lower.
However the maintenance benefit lasts for longer as the roads are subject to less wear and tear.
Inevitably, discounting has an impact on the level of benefits achieved and impacts, especially on the
roads examined here, where the benefits will last for longer than on other busier roads.

SENSITIVITY TESTS
3.45

3.46

Four groups of sensitivity tests have been undertaken to provide a more detailed assessment of the
benefits of the proposed programme of works. The four tests defined are as follows:



Sensitivity Test 1 - Assumption of 15% optimism bias (the level appropriate at outline stage);



Sensitivity Test 2 - Change in maximum speed limit from 60mph to 40mph on Category 4 roads,
attempting to reflect the lower average speeds that prevail on many of these roads;



Sensitivity Test 3 – Assumption of zero traffic growth over the assessment period; and



Sensitivity Test 4 – Assumption of zero risk.

The rationale for the tests is as follows:

Sensitivity Test 1
3.47

Sensitivity Test 1 was carried out to provide a robust assessment of the business case if, for example,
costs were to rise but the same length of route was treated. This might occur if more inlay schemes were
needed than forecast. The approach taken has been to apply the level of Optimism Bias that would be
used at outline level.

Sensitivity Test 2
3.48

The second sensitivity test considers the impact of assuming that the speeds travelled on the Category 4
road network are lower than the maximum permitted speed of 60mph on single carriageway roads in
rural areas. The rationale behind this test is that it is not possible to maintain an average speed of
60mph for long periods on these roads. The reasons for this are varied, but reflect the geometry of the
network and the mixture of vehicles using the network, such as slow moving agricultural vehicles.
Therefore, a maximum speed of 40mph was applied to all vehicles.

Sensitivity Test 3
3.49

The third test examines a scenario where traffic volumes remain at 2015 levels. This will have two
impacts. The first will be that fewer vehicles benefit from the improvements to the network in terms of
reduced journey times and reduced vehicle operating costs. Conversely there will also be fewer vehicles
inflicting wear and tear on the road network in the longer term allowing the benefits of the programme to
last for longer.

Sensitivity Test 4
3.50
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The final sensitivity test considers the impact of a situation where there is no risk associated with the
scheme. This is based on the evidence presented in the risk section above that noted that, based on
current outturn costs; the total outturn costs would be likely to be 2% below the estimated costs. In
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practice any such under spend would be used on additional works and therefore a zero risk level could
be assumed.

Sensitivity Test Results
3.51

The table below presents the results of the sensitivity tests undertaken. The results are presented only
for a 30 year assessment.
Table 3.10 Results of Sensitivity Test (30 Year Appraisal Period)
Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Present value of costs (£m)

£33.07

£29.62

£29.62

£29.92

Present value of benefits (£m)

£70.17

£61.91

£59.49

£81.25

Net present value (£m)

£40.55

£32.29

£29.86

£51.33

2.12

2.09

2.01

2.72

Benefit cost ratio

3.52

The table shows that none of the sensitivity tests make significant differences to the results. Tests 1, 2
and 3 reduce the BCR whilst Test 4 raises it. The reduction in Test 1 is related to a higher level of costs,
in Test 2 the reduction is linked to a reduction in journey time savings and vehicle operating costs
benefits as a result of the lower speeds. Test 3 sees a reduction due to a reduction in the number of
vehicles using the network and therefore benefiting from improvements relative to the central case.
Finally in Test 4 the case improves as a result of the increased spend on improvements and a resulting
increase in the amount of the network that is improved. This indicates that if the risk layer of 10%
assumed in the other tests is too generous then the business case will improve significantly through
spending the funds on additional treatments.

Changes to Values of Time
3.53

In response to guidance from the Department for Transport on future changes to the value of travel time
savings JMP has conducted a sensitivity test on the central case presented here to understand the
potential impact on the appraisal.

3.54

Due to the way in which the HMAT model produces results it is not readily possible to identify the
weighting of journey purposes within individual modes. Therefore JMP has assumed that journey
purposes by mode are in line with guidance set out in WebTAG Unit A1.3. Information on the split
between modes is available from the data presented on vehicle kilometres described in Table 3.6. Using
the information from WebTAG Unit A1.3 and; the vehicle kilometres using the network, existing values of
time and the new values of time presented in Table 10 of “Understanding and Valuing Impacts of
Transport Investment: Values of Travel Time Savings” (DfT October 2015), it is possible to estimate the
likely impact on the appraisal of the scheme as a result of the new values of time. The table below
compares the values of time used in the original appraisal and this sensitivity test, as well as presenting
the assumed total vehicle kilometres for mode and journey purpose, and the weighted average values of
time arising from this.
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Table 3.11 Comparison of old and new values of time and vehicle km by journey purpose

Mode & Journey Purpose

Veh Km (000)

Existing VoT (£ per hour)

New VoT (£ per hour)

Car Work

51,397

27.06

14.95

Car Commute

99,262

6.81

10.01

Car Other

241,681

6.04

4.57

LGV Work

44,658

12.18

6.73

LGV Non-Work

6,090

12.18

6.73

OGV Work

12,015

14.34

7.92

PSV Work

109

16.63

8.33

PSV Commute

772

6.81

10.01

2,885

6.04

4.57

N/A

9.46

7.25

PSV Other
Average (Weighted by
Vehicle km)

NB: New VoT for LGV/OGV has been estimated pro rata to Car Work trips, based on existing VoT values

3.55

Across all modes and journey purposes the average reduction in the value of journey time savings as a
result of the proposed revisions is 23% for this programme of works. The overall impact of this on the
central case and three assessment years is presented in the following table.
Table 3.12 Results of HMAT Appraisal with revised Values of Time (Discounted to 2015)

3.56

15 Years

30 Years

60 Years

Present value of costs (£m)

29.62

29.62

29.62

Present value of benefits (£m)

43.11

63.75

74.24

Net present value (£m)

13.49

34.13

44.62

Benefit cost ratio

1.46

2.15

2.51

For the 30 year assessment the Benefit Cost Ratio has been reduced from 2.37 to 2.15 by the changes
to the values of time, however the scheme still represents high value for money, and therefore the
overall outcome of the assessment is unchanged.

VALUE FOR MONEY STATEMENT
3.57

The BCR has been produced following WebTAG guidance and using the HMAT software. The central
case BCR for the scheme when appraised over a 30 year period is 2.37. As presented above, a range of
sensitivity tests have been conducted which present a range of BCRs from 2.01 to 2.72.

3.58

The value for money assessment presented here provides more detail on a range of issues that go
beyond the BCR; these include quantitative and qualitative assessments.

Journey Time
3.59
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Journey time benefits have been calculated using the HMAT software. The investment has two types of
journey time impact. The first accrues to users of the roads that have received maintenance treatment;
the improved quality of the road surface allows users to travel faster in turn reducing journey times.
There will also be a benefit to users in terms of a reduction in unplanned reactive maintenance and
therefore a reduction in future delays caused as a result of this. Over a 30 year appraisal period, the
scheme assessed will generate approximately £27.64m of journey time savings. The scale of this benefit
reflects the nature of the roads that are receiving treatment. The roads being treated have relatively low
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absolute volumes of traffic but perform an essential function in linking villages, and businesses within
those villages, to local service centres.
3.60

The second source of journey time impact relates to the impact of the maintenance work being carried
out and the delays and disruption associated with this. The impact of this varies dependent on the time
of day that work is carried out, as well as the locations. In the case of the schemes assessed here, 50%
of the work carried out will utilise 24 hour closures of sections of road, whilst the remaining 50% will
utilise off peak closures. This reflects the nature of the treatments being carried out and, in some cases,
the size of the roads being maintained. In some cases, for example, it would not be possible to carry out
the works without a full closure of the road due to the width of the road and the inability of vehicles to
pass the work safely. The HMAT has estimated the journey time dis-benefits of the works as being
£37.09k (£0.03m) over the course of the programme.

Vehicle Operating Costs
3.61

The source of vehicle operating cost benefits is similar to the source of journey time savings.
Improvements to the quality of the road surface will have the effect of allowing users to travel faster as
the surface will be smoother. Furthermore, by improving the quality of the road surface, wear and tear on
vehicles will be reduced, in turn reducing maintenance costs for users.

3.62

These benefits represent the majority of the benefits accruing to the investment, at £42.8m over a 30
year appraisal period.

Accident Impacts
3.63

The model calculates accident benefits in two ways. Firstly, benefits can be calculated through the
improved skid resistance of the road surface as a result of maintenance. However, in the case of the
roads assessed as part of the business case, no benefit has been claimed as the purpose of the
investment is to maintain and improve the quality of the road surface, rather than specifically address
skid related issues. There will, however, be an improvement in skid resistance as a result of these
measures.

3.64

The model also calculates the dis-benefits associated with the process of undertaking the road works
and accidents associated with this; for example, minor collisions in queuing traffic. Over a 30 year period
the estimated dis-benefits are approximately £44k (£0.04m).

Greenhouse Gases
3.65

The HMAT software calculates carbon impacts in two ways. Firstly, user impacts are calculated as a
result of the completed scheme. The impact of this is negative, as the improvements in average speed
as a result of the improved road surface increase the amount of carbon consumed as fuel. Over a 30
year appraisal period £268k of dis-benefits are generated.

3.66

Secondly, the HMAT calculates the carbon impact of road works. This is estimated in two forms: firstly,
the carbon impact of fuel used in the maintenance process is estimated. This was estimated at £294
over the course of the scheme. The second impact relates to the embedded carbon within the materials
used in the maintenance process. This does not need to be included within the appraisal as this is
carbon that will be traded as part of the EU Carbon Trading Scheme, and therefore the externalities
associated with this will have been included within the cost of the product. However, for completeness,
the estimated value of this was £155k over a 30 year appraisal period.

Wider Impacts
3.67

The HMAT undertakes a GVA assessment relating to the wider impacts of the maintenance spend on
the economy. The value of this is comparatively high as the maintenance works are relatively labour
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intensive. The estimated GVA impact of the treatments is approximately £9.99m over the course of the
programme.
3.68

There are also likely to be wider impacts that accrue as the result of the scheme. As described in the
Strategic Case, a well maintained road network that delivers reliable and efficient journeys will help to
support the broader growth of the economy in North Yorkshire.

Regeneration
3.69

WebTAG Unit A2.2 states that regeneration “only needs to be considered for schemes that affect travel
to, from or within one or more regeneration areas”. Within North Yorkshire, there are a number of
locations that have sites identified for regeneration, for example in Scarborough. In addition, across
North Yorkshire many households suffer from issues of deprivation. Often this is very dispersed across
towns and villages. Improving the quality of the Category 4 road network will help support regeneration
and address issues of deprivation.

3.70

However it was not considered to be proportionate to apply the methodology contained within WebTAG
to understand the full regeneration impacts, therefore no quantification of these benefits has been
undertaken.

Noise and Air Quality
3.71

No quantification of air quality or noise issues has been undertaken. It is likely that during the delivery of
the scheme there would be localised noise issues arising from the works themselves, whilst air quality
issues may arise from queuing traffic. However, these issues would be within the normal levels that
occur during other maintenance schemes.

3.72

It is not considered that there will be any long term changes to noise or air quality impacts as a result of
the scheme.

Journey Quality and Reliability
3.73

Road users will benefit from improvements to journey quality as a result of the investment. The
additional investment in maintenance will deliver a road surface that is more comfortable for users to
travel over. In addition, journey reliability will be improved due to less unplanned reactive maintenance in
the future.

Access to Services
3.74

Investment in road maintenance will assist in improving access to services for local residents and
visitors alike. This will be achieved largely through improvements in journey quality, reliability and
changes to travel time. Indeed, the key rationale for the investment, set out in more detail in the
Strategic Case, is that the routes to be maintained are those which connect villages to service centres,
thereby improving access to services across North Yorkshire’s vast geography.

Neutral Impacts
3.75
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There are a range of potential impacts which have been assessed as neutral within the appraisal as the
works will have little or no impact on them. These are as follows:



Landscape, townscape and historic environment;



Biodiversity and water environment;



Security, affordability and severance; and



Option and non use values.
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APPRAISAL SUMMARY TABLE
3.76

The Appraisal Summary Table for the proposed investment is presented in Appendix C. Appendix C also
presents the supporting Transport Economic Efficiency Table (TEE), Analysis of Monetised Costs and
Benefits (AMCB) and Public Accounts Tables (PA) for the central case.

DISTRIBUTIONAL IMPACTS
3.77

In line with Department for Transport guidance a Distributional Impacts Screening Proforma has been
completed. This is presented in Appendix H. The nature of the programme with a large number of small
schemes forming a programme covering a large area and the types of treatments being used mean that
the completion of a full Distributional Impact appraisal would be disproportionate.

SUMMARY
3.78

The economic case presents an appraisal of the proposed North Yorkshire Category 4 Road
Maintenance Scheme. The quantified results utilise outputs from the DfT and TRL HMAT software
programme which calculates the economic impacts of road maintenance schemes.

3.79

The central case was assessed for three appraisal periods: 15, 30 and 60 years. Whilst the investment
represents low value for money in the 15 year appraisal period (with a BCR of 1.60), the 30 and 60 year
appraisal periods return a high level of value for money with a BCR in excess of 2.00. A 30 year
appraisal period is likely to be the most appropriate for roads of this type, where the intervals between
resurfacing are significant and the level of use is lower, therefore the benefits continue over a longer
period.

3.80

A range of sensitivity tests have been conducted which consider impacts of changes to optimism bias,
the impact of embedded carbon, GVA impacts and changes to assumptions around the average speed
travelled.

3.81

All of the sensitivity tests produce results which are close to the central case results. The most
substantial source of benefits comes from the impact on vehicle operating costs as a result of higher
average speeds and reduced wear and tear on vehicles.

3.82

Overall, it can be seen that the investment represents a high level of value for money.
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4

The Financial Case
INTRODUCTION

4.1

This chapter considers the affordability of the proposed improvements and the funding arrangements for
delivery. In particular, the timing and allocation of costs between NYCC and the LEP/DfT are presented.

COSTS
4.2

Costs have been allocated to the two separate treatment processes that are being applied to the
network; this in turn has been based on the existing actual and anticipated future condition of the
network over the coming years. The table below identifies the costs allocated to each treatment method.
The 10% risk layer has been included within this assessment, as described in the Economic Case. The
total spend of £32m consists of both the £24m Local Growth Fund allocation and the proportion of the
County Council’s local contribution spent in the period 2016/17 to 2020/21.
Table 4.1 Category 4 Maintenance Scheme Costs (Additional Investment 2016 - 2020)

Budget Element

4.3

Category 4 Scheme Costs

Total spend

£28,800,000

Total spend surface treatment

£23,040,000

Total spend overlay

£5,760,000

Risk

£3,200,000

Total

£32,000,000

The table below presents the anticipated spend profile over the 2016-2020 period divided between
NYCC and DfT/LEP. Overall the local contribution represents 25% of the total scheme costs.
Table 4.2 Category 4 Road Maintenance: Proposed Spend Profile
Financial Year

4.4

32

Local Growth Fund Contribution

NYCC Local Contribution

Total

2016-17

£5m

£2m

£7m

2017-18

£5m

£2m

£7m

2018-19

£5m

£2m

£7m

2019-20

£5m

£1m

£6m

2020-21

£4m

£1m

£5m

The spending above has been supplemented in the current financial year (2015-16) by a further
contribution of £7m from the capital resources of NYCC, such is the level of importance that the local
authority gives this issue. This £7m additional contribution is not however included in this bid for funding.
After risk, the split between the two treatment strategies being employed will remain at 80% surface
treatment and 20% overlay throughout the programme.
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ACCOUNTING IMPLICATIONS
4.5

On completion of each of the individual schemes within the overall project, they will be recorded as a
capital asset held by NYCC.
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5

Commercial Case
INTRODUCTION

5.1

This commercial case sets out the viability of the North Yorkshire County Council maintenance business
case. It includes the elements specified in WebTAG guidance on developing a commercial case as listed
below:



Output based specification;



Procurement strategy;



Sourcing options;



Payment mechanisms;



Pricing framework and charging mechanisms;



Risk allocation and transfer;



Contract length;



Human resource issues; and,



Contract management.

OUTPUT BASED SPECIFICATION
5.2

NYCC will use a team of experienced engineers to develop and deliver the annual programme for each
year of the project. The County Council undertake CVI (Coarse Visual Inspections) of 50% of the
Category 4 network each year. This allows the authority to set the programme based on the road
condition information, the nature of defect and the strategic objectives of the bid. The strategic
objectives are set out in more detail in the strategic case, but in broad terms relate to improving the
Category 4a and 4b routes connecting villages to the eight ‘service centres’ (namely Thirsk, Skipton,
Selby, Scarborough, Northallerton, Malton, Harrogate and Catterick), in order to improve journey time
reliability to these key economic centres within North Yorkshire.

5.3

The full output based specification (appropriate treatment and scheme design) for each project within
the programme will be developed on a project-by-project basis throughout the five year programme and
will be broadly in line with the principles of Highway Infrastructure Asset Management. This will consist
of selecting the most appropriate form of maintenance treatment to maximise the life of the whole
highway asset and will take account of the nature of each individual defect. Specifications will include,
for example, surface treatments to prolong the carriageway life, haunching and other edge treatment
and resurfacing and overlays.

5.4

The programme of schemes is developed as a two year rolling programme with schemes identified and
designed in year one and delivered in year two. As such, at this stage, the programme for the Local
Growth Fund schemes for 2016/17 is currently being identified and designed.

PROCUREMENT STRATEGY
5.5

Ringway Infrastructure Services (Ringway) is the council’s partner contractor, engaged in a 10 year
framework, commencing in April 2012. The contract was awarded through an Official Journal of the
European Union (OJEU) compliant competitive process and is the contract used for the council’s current
annual highway maintenance work.

5.6

The competitive tendering exercise was conducted in line with the ‘Restricted Procedure’ with a Pre
Qualification Questionnaire being used to select a shortlist of companies who were asked to submit
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tenders. The tenders were assessed on a combination of price and quality, with 60% assigned to price
and 40% to quality.
5.7

The highway maintenance contract with Ringway is formed on the NEC Engineering and Construction
Contract (3rd Edition 2005) [NEC ECC] and utilises Option B (priced contract with bills of quantities) and
Option D (target contract with bills of quantities). Under the terms of the contract, Ringway is entitled to,
as of right, all works up to £150,000 in value (£100,000 in the case of structures projects). Over those
limits, it is NYCC’s choice whether Ringway is asked to do the work or whether the council puts the work
out to tender. The majority of works placed with Ringway are carried out under Option D with pain-gain
allocation in accordance with the percentage limits set out in the contract. Each of the orders placed will
include project specific works information and site information.

5.8

For projects NYCC elects to put out to tender, the council has a variety of routes to market, namely:



NYCC’s Civil Engineering Contractors’ Framework (CECF);



YORcivils Framework contract; or



Tenders to the open market.

5.9

NYCC’s CECF is a four year framework set up in 2012. It provides for a number of differing Lots
covering civil engineering and bridges works. Each Lot covers a different price band. The framework is
split into two discrete parts covering the North and the South of the county. This approach was adopted
to allow for companies across the county to have a place on the framework.

5.10

Places on the framework were awarded following a price and quality evaluation of the submitted
tenders. Contracts are awarded through the CECF following a competitive mini-competition between the
companies appointed to the Lot being used.

5.11

The YORcivils Framework contract is a five year framework established by East Riding of Yorkshire
County Council (ERYC) to provide all public bodies in the area with access to quality construction
related services.

5.12

In order for a contractor or consultant to be considered for the Framework they were assessed in their
economic, financial and technical capability. They were also required to be registered with professional
trade bodies where relevant.

5.13

Expressions of interest were advertised by a Pre-Qualification Questionnaire (PQQ) with a minimum of
35 and a maximum of 120 tenderers invited to tender for appointment to the Framework, with the most
economically advantageous tenders invited to accept the appointment. There are six contractors on the
Surfacing Lot 4 of the Framework (which projects could be procured through), namely:



GallifordTry Infrastructure Ltd;



Lefarge Tarmac Ltd;



Cemex UK Ltd;



Hall Construction Group Ltd;



CR Reynolds Ltd; and



Britcon (Scunthorpe) Ltd.

5.14

All tendering and appointments for the Framework are carried out in compatibility with EU guidelines.

5.15

For all alternative tender options, the documents are formed in line with the NEC ECC suite of contracts,
using the most appropriate option for the individual project. This is usually Option A (priced contract with
an activity schedule), Option B (priced contract with bill of quantities) or Option D (target cost with bill of
quantities).

5.16

The procurement strategy for individual projects is governed by the County Council’s Gateway process.
This is a four stage approval process as follows:
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Gateway 1 – approval of business case and procurement strategy



Gateway 2 – approval of contract documents



Gateway 3 – contract award



Gateway 4 – contract extension (if applicable)

Tendering
5.17

All contracts tendered by NYCC are done so in accordance with the county council’s contract procedure
rules, which form part of its constitution and are in line with all European and UK legislation.

5.18

All tenders are controlled, managed and recorded via the YORtender electronic portal. This approach
ensures that all tender documents, communications and tender submissions are made electronically and
have a full audit trail.

5.19

Each tender is let on the basis of the tenders received and the final award decision will be based either
on price alone or the most economically advantageous tender, if there is a quality and price assessment
required.

5.20

For works not awarded to Ringway directly, there are three alternative options for procuring the works,
as set out above. The specific approach to be adopted is selected on a project by project basis and will
include consideration of the location of the project and the nature and value of the works to be carried
out.

Tendering Assessment
5.21

Tender assessment arrangements are set out in the individual tender documents to inform the tenderers
and allow for a suitable submission. The tender assessment methodology and evaluation models are
lodged with the county council’s internal auditors (Veritau) prior to tenders being opened.

5.22

Tenders are received through the YORtender electronic portal and cannot be accessed by the project
team until they are opened and released by the council’s legal services team.

5.23

Upon receipt, the tender is assessed by the Project Manager for completeness and acceptability and to
ensure there have been no amendments or omissions. If shown to be an acceptable tender, the two
areas of assessment, price and quality, are separated and passed to the relevant assessment teams.

5.24

The price assessment is undertaken as follows. Tenders are first checked for mathematical accuracy
with any errors reported to the tenderer with the option to correct or withdraw. Finally, the overall price is
assessed with any options priced to determine a like-for-like comparison of all tenders. The findings are
then reported to the relevant project manager for inclusion in the project Gateway 3 report.

5.25

The quality assessment will compare the tender submission with the requirements set out in the tender.
Points are awarded in categories by the tender assessment team. The agreed score for each category,
for each tender is recorded. The scores are individually weighted and totalled to achieve a quality score
for that tender. The results are reported to the relevant Project Manager for inclusion in the project
Gateway 3 report.

Contract Award
5.26
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The Project Manager will compile the Gateway 3 report and submit it to the county council’s commercial
services unit for check, approval and sign-off. The Gateway 3 report will include recommendations for
the award of the contract. Once the final approval has been received, the successful tenderer will be
notified of the intention to award the contract to them, subject to there being no objection or challenge
being received during the mandatory standstill period.
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SOURCING OPTIONS
5.27

It is the intention to use a combination of NYCC’s term maintenance contractor (Ringway),
supplemented by individual scheme tenders to deliver the Category 4a and 4b maintenance programme.
Ringway currently delivers approximately £25-30m of capital maintenance works per year for NYCC.
Through a combination of the Ringway term maintenance contract and scheme tenders, NYCC has
previously delivered up to £43m of capital maintenance works (in 2014/15) and, as such, it is considered
that the term maintenance contract and tendering arrangement is an appropriate delivery mechanism.

5.28

In addition, the council considers this to be an efficient way to deliver the programme, maximising
existing relationships and minimising procurement time whilst offering competitive value for money. By
using the term maintenance contract for the majority of the works, NYCC has the confidence that the
service received from the contractor will be of a high standard. Existing successful working relationships
with Ringway further support the confidence NYCC has in the delivery of the programme.

PAYMENT MECHANISMS
5.29

Payments to Ringway are made in accordance with the terms of their contract. For individual projects,
Ringway is paid a proportion of the target cost throughout the length of the project. The proportion paid
equates to the agreed percentage of the work completed.

5.30

For schemes awarded through competitive tender, payment is made in line with the requirements of the
individual contract.

PRICING FRAMEWORK AND CHARGING MECHANISMS
5.31

The pricing framework for individual projects will be based on the requirements of the individual NEC
Option selected for that particular contract. It is usually at the tendered rate for the individual item or
activity.

5.32

For the Ringway contract, the rates tendered have an annual inflation applied through a price
adjustment factor. The price adjustment factor is made up of 85% RPI (Retail Price Index) + 15% in
respect of 70/7 coated road stone (see Building Cost Information Service Price Adjustment Formulae
Indices (Civil Engineering) Series 2). Over the past few years, this has resulted in inflation as presented
in the following table.
Table 5.1 Ringway Contract Inflation Rates

Year

Rate

2013/14

5.76%

2014/15

2.71%

2015/16

1.27%

RISK ALLOCATION AND TRANSFER
5.33

Risks fall into two broad categories, health and safety risk and project risk. Both have the ability to
adversely affect a project, but it is the second, project risk, that is likely to have the most impact on
finances and project delivery.

5.34

NYCC manages risk in line with the Treasury guidelines of 2001 "Management of Risk – A Strategic
Overview” which became known as the “Orange Book” with supplementary guidance from the “Green
Book”.
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5.35

Due to the large number of small scale projects involved in the programme, it will not always be
appropriate or necessary to prepare a formal risk register for each individual project. However, the major
risks to delivery of the smaller schemes (under £300k) are managed through generic process control
procedures and through the Highways and Transportation Service Unit risk register. Extracts of this are
presented in Appendix D to illustrate the procedure. For any large individual schemes (exceeding
£300k), a separate risk register will be produced to identify and quantify risk and determine the best way
to treat the risk. Additionally, where practical, risk is transferred to the contractor via the tender or
contract, thus giving better financial predictability and stability for the council. Risk registers are live
documents which are updated as the project progresses. As stated above, for the major maintenance
schemes, these will be undertaken on a project by project basis to identify the specific risks associated
with a particular scheme. Therefore, at this stage, no risk registers for the individual schemes have yet
been developed.

5.36

The risks to overall delivery associated with a large programme of smaller schemes such as this are
more easily minimised through effective programme management including the ability to defer or
advance schemes as well as through an element of over programming.

CONTRACT LENGTH
5.37

As stated above, the Ringway term maintenance contract is due to run until after the end of the Local
Growth Fund programme of schemes has been delivered. For individually tendered schemes, due to the
varied nature of the maintenance programme, the individual contract length will vary according to the
particular project involved depending, amongst other things, on the length of route to be treated, the
nature of the works and the site specific elements to be considered. Further details regarding the
programme planning are presented in the Management Case.

HUMAN RESOUCE ISSUES
5.38

There are no human resource issues with the contracting for this programme.

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
5.39

The management of the term maintenance contract and any tendered contract is to be undertaken by
the Commercial Services Unit of the Highways and Transportation Service Unit at NYCC.

5.40

Project and contract management is carried out in accordance with best practice standards based on EU
procurement rules, Government Commerce and the principles of PRINCE2.

5.41

The Category 4a and 4b highway maintenance works are only a small part of the total annual capital
and revenue programme of works, which has a value of in excess of £50m. As such, it is not intended to
implement any special or specific contract management arrangements.

5.42

Contract management for this project will be undertaken in line with the normal NYCC processes
including those set out in the Ringway term maintenance contract. This includes a six monthly
Partnering Steering Group of directors from NYCC, Ringway and partner consultants, and a quarterly
Strategic Management Group of senior NYCC officers and managers from the three organisations as
well as an Operational Management Group of operational managers from the three organisations. The
Operational Management Group meets on a monthly basis to discuss specific progress on programme
delivery and when necessary concerning issues with specific schemes. The Operational Management
Group is supplemented by monthly ‘programme’ meetings in each of the seven NYCC highways areas
again involving staff from the three organisations who are directly responsible for the delivery of the
schemes. At these meetings, scheme specific delivery or contractual issues are discussed.
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SUMMARY
5.43

NYCC will use a team of experienced engineers to develop and deliver the annual programme for each
year of the project, being mindful of both road condition information, nature of defect and the strategic
objectives of the bid.

5.44

The full output based specification for each project within the programme will be developed on a projectby-project basis throughout the five year programme and will be broadly in line with the principles of
Highway Infrastructure Asset Management.

5.45

It is the intention to use a combination of NYCC’s term maintenance contractor (Ringway),
supplemented by individual scheme tenders to deliver the Category 4a and 4b maintenance programme.
Ringway currently delivers approximately £25-30m of capital maintenance works per year for NYCC.
Through a combination of the Ringway term maintenance contract and scheme tenders, NYCC has
previously delivered up to £43m of capital maintenance works (in 2014/15) and, as such, it is considered
that the term maintenance contract and tendering arrangement is an appropriate delivery mechanism.

5.46

In addition, the council considers this to be an efficient way to deliver the programme, maximising
existing relationships and minimising procurement time whilst offering competitive value for money. By
using the term maintenance contract for the majority of the works, NYCC has the confidence that the
service received from the contractor will be of a high standard. Existing successful working relationships
with Ringway further support the confidence NYCC has in the delivery of the programme.

5.47

For all tender options, contractors will be procured with the NEC ECC suite of contracts, using the most
appropriate option for the individual project. This is usually Option A (priced contract with an activity
schedule), Option B (priced contract with bill of quantities) or Option D (target cost with bill of quantities).

5.48

In terms of pricing, for the Ringway contract, the rates tendered have an annual inflation applied through
a price adjustment factor. The price adjustment factor is made up of 85% RPI (Retail Price Index) +
15%. The pricing framework for other tender options will be based on the requirements of the individual
NEC Option selected for that particular contract. It is usually at the tendered rate for the individual item
or activity.

5.49

The major risks to delivery of the smaller schemes (under £300k) are managed through generic process
control procedures and through the Highways and Transportation Service Unit risk register. For any
large individual schemes (exceeding £300k), a separate risk register will be produced to identify and
quantify risk and determine the best way to treat the risk. Additionally, where practical, risk is transferred
to the contractor via the tender or contract, thus giving better financial predictability and stability for the
council. The overall risk will also be minimised through effective programme management including the
ability to defer or advance schemes as well as through an element of over programming.

5.50

Due to the varied nature of the maintenance programme, the individual contract length will vary
according to the particular project involved depending, amongst other things, on the length of route to be
treated, the nature of the works and the site specific elements to be considered.

5.51

Given that the Category 4a and 4b maintenance work is a small part of NYCC’s total capital and revenue
programme, contract management for this project will be undertaken in line with the normal NYCC
processes including those set out in the Ringway term maintenance contract. The management of the
term maintenance contract and any tendered contracts are to be undertaken by the Commercial
Services Unit of the Highways and Transportation Service Unit at NYCC. The current term contract
governance consists of the Partnership Steering Group, Strategic Management Group and Operational
Management Group as set out in paragraph 5.42.
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6

Management Case
INTRODUCTION

6.1

This chapter presents the Management Case for the NYCC Category 4a and 4b maintenance business
case, assessing whether the proposed improvements are deliverable. It sets out the project planning,
governance structure, risk management, communications and stakeholder management, benefits
realisation and assurance procedures set out by NYCC to deliver the proposed improvements.

6.2

Clear details are provided, highlighting tasks and timescales for completion of the programme and
identification and control of associated risks. This case sets out the tasks to ensure the benefits
presented in the economic case will be realised, including steps identified to assess and evaluate the
success of the project. This case should be read in conjunction with the accompanying Monitoring and
Evaluation Plan (to be completed as part of the Full Business Case).

EVIDENCE OF SIMILAR PROJECTS
6.3

NYCC has relevant experience of delivering highway maintenance works through their annual
maintenance programme of approximately £25-30m of planned highway and footway maintenance.

6.4

Furthermore, the council has often delivered substantial work in addition to the regular programme (up to
a total of £43m in 2014/15) as a result of external grants and numerous short notice winter and flood
damage grants. Additionally, NYCC has delivered numerous ‘traditional’ highways major schemes
including, in recent years, the Reighton Bypass and Scarborough Integrated Transport projects and is
currently delivering the Bedale, Aiskew and Leeming Bar Bypass project (with a value of approximately
£40m).

6.5

These projects illustrate a track record of delivering maintenance projects on time and on budget both
over a planned programme and as part of more reactive work in response to extreme weather.

6.6

Throughout the general maintenance programme, NYCC uses PRINCE2 project management
methodologies to ensure schemes are delivered on time and on budget. This is assisted by regular risk
workshops to review project and overall programme progress and identify risks at critical stages in the
project life cycle to reduce the likelihood of significant adverse effects once construction has started.

PROGRAMME / PROJECT DEPENDENCIES
6.7

40

Key project and programme dependencies will be unique to each individual project within the
programme, though there are a number of strategic matters to consider in the development of the
programme from year to year, namely:



Need to consider timing of any temporary road closures to villages to avoid any issues relating to
access for commuting and education (implementing night closures etc. where needed);



Need to avoid routes whilst any major developments are taking place;



Impact of or on other NYCC maintenance improvement works (including the potential to make
efficiency savings by co-ordinating or combining works);



Impact on diversion routes;



Impact of Highways England schemes on programme and resources;



Statutory undertaker’s works (where the preference would be to co-ordinate works to minimise
disruption to road users);
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Local, regional and national shows and events such as markets, the Great Yorkshire Show, Tour
de Yorkshire etc.;



Seasonal considerations, such as the need to avoid works in Scarborough and other resorts in the
summer months; and



Impact on adjacent businesses.

GOVERNANCE, ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE AND ROLES
Governance Structure
6.8

Given the nature of the programme (a large number of small schemes) the council intends to deliver this
project as an integral (though separately identifiable) element of its ‘normal’ highway maintenance
capital programme. As set out above in the ‘evidence of similar projects’ section the council has a
proven track record in delivering a large highways capital programme of schemes and, as such, the
governance procedures in place for the management of the ‘normal’ capital programme will be adopted
to manage the Category 4a and 4b maintenance works.

Lines of Accountability & Resourcing
6.9

The works are to be designed and managed by experienced officers within NYCC, all qualified in their
relevant field.

6.10

Figure 6.1 shows the management and reporting structure. The Senior Responsible Officer for the
project will be the Corporate Director of Business and Environmental Services (BES) (David Bowe).
Responsibility for delivery of the schemes lies with the Highways and Transportation Service Unit of
BES, managed by the Assistant Director of Highways and Transportation (Barrie Mason), who will act as
Project Sponsor.

6.11

Management of the delivery of the programme will be undertaken by the Highways and Transportation
Heads of Service consisting of the Assistant Director of Highways and Transportation, Head of Highway
Operations (Mike Roberts), Head of Commercial Services (Andrew Binner) and the Network Strategy
Manager (Allan McVeigh).

6.12

Delivery of the programme of schemes is the responsibility of the Highway Operations section of
Highways and Transportation, headed by Mike Roberts, who will act as Project Manager. Highway
Operations includes seven area offices covering the geographical areas of North Yorkshire each
responsible for delivery of schemes in their area. There are currently three area managers covering
these seven area offices who are supported by one maintenance and one improvement manager in
each area office. The maintenance and improvement managers have the day to day responsibility for
the design and delivery of schemes in their areas with a total of 43 project engineers (across the seven
areas) working on scheme delivery.

6.13

The above structure currently manages the delivery of between £25m and £43m per year of capital
highway maintenance schemes.

6.14

In addition to this structure, the delivery of the ‘normal’ capital highways maintenance programme is
subject to quarterly ‘overview, scrutiny and challenge’ by the Business and Environmental Services
Capital Projects Board which includes the Corporate Director of Business and Environmental Services
as well as staff from NYCC strategic and financial services. The output from the Capital Project Board
meetings inform the quarterly performance monitoring report to the County Council’s Executive. The
Category 4a and 4b programme will be included in this quarterly project overview, scrutiny and
challenge process.
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Figure 6.1 Project Management Structure

PROGRAMME / PROJECT PLAN
6.15

It is proposed to undertake the five year project on a two year rolling programme with indicative projects
identified and designed in year 1 and delivered in year 2.

6.16

Appendix E shows the draft programme of schemes for 2016/17. The programme for future years will be
of a similar nature in terms of the number and size of schemes.

ASSURANCE AND APPROVALS PLAN
6.17

The programme has evolved over a number of years and has had to pass through a number of approval
milestones to reach its present stage. Originally conceived in Autumn 2013 the scheme subsequently
received internal NYCC approvals. The scheme was then submitted for prioritisation as part of the York,
North Yorkshire and East Riding LEP Local Growth Fund, and was therefore subject to competition for
prioritisation with schemes from other local authorities.

6.18

Having been prioritised as part of the local growth fund the scheme has subsequently been approved as
part of the York, North Yorkshire and East Riding LEP Growth Deal, by central government.

6.19

Since this time the programme business case has been developed. Whilst the business case has been
developed by JMP Consultants and the Transport Planning Team at NYCC, the engineering teams
within NYCC have provided a scrutiny role over more technical aspects of the business case. The
Assistant Director Highways and Transportation, Head of Highway Operations and Network Strategy
Manager have also had input into the direction of the development of the business case.

6.20

As this major scheme is relatively unusual, being an ongoing programme of multiple smaller schemes
there will be an ongoing internal assurance process to ensure that the funding is being spent effectively
over the five year programme. Additionally the York, North Yorkshire and East Riding Local Enterprise
Partnership have agreed to provide an external scrutiny and audit of the of the annual internal
assurance process. Details of the Annual Assurance Report are included in Appendix K.
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COMMUNICATIONS AND STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT
6.21

Communications and stakeholder management will be undertaken in accordance with the council’s
standard procedures.

6.22

Soon after approval of the full rolling two year maintenance programme, the council generally informs
local elected county councillors and parish councils of the schemes that are to be undertaken in their
area. NYCC also discusses the timing of the works to deliver individual schemes with the local district
and parish councils, local members and business community representatives. This ensures that where
possible works are timed to avoid conflicts with local events etc. This process will include schemes to be
funded from the Local Growth Fund.

6.23

Broadly, the process works as follows: for any works which would take over five days and are not
considered an emergency, that require a temporary traffic order either for a closure or a restriction, two
legal adverts or notices are required in the local press.

6.24

These works will also have an A4 sized legal site notice placed on site approximately one week before
the works commence. This notice is placed by a member of NYCC staff on the most appropriate piece of
street furniture closest to the start and finish points of all the roads concerned.

6.25

Yellow and black advanced notice signs are placed at least a week, preferably two weeks, before the
start on site by the NYCC contractor, saying “work starts here on date for xx number of days or weeks”.

6.26

Details of the works will also be included on the national roadworks.org website, which is free to view for
the public, and shows all works on the highway network including utility works and highway licences for
scaffolds and skips.

6.27

NYCC area offices also e-mail a notification of any traffic orders to:



Passenger transport operators



Utility companies



Streetworks



Ambulance service



Fire and Rescue



Mountain Rescue (if rural routes are affected)



Local County Councillor



Parish Council



District Council



Parking services

6.28

Works with a Temporary Traffic Order are also notified on the county council white board, which
provides information concerning the works to the Customer Service Centre to enable them to answer
most simple queries from the public.

6.29

Works which do not require a Traffic Order are notified by the placement of yellow and black on-site
boards two weeks in advance of the start of works.

6.30

If the location of the works is residential, then a letter drop explaining the nature of the works and the
anticipated length of works will be delivered to the local dwellings.

6.31

If any of the above highway works are to be undertaken in an area which is likely to be busy or
controversial, then the council issues a press release prior to works beginning and possibly during the
works to give an update on progress.

6.32

On completion of all schemes Ringway issue “Scheme Feedback Cards” to all properties in the vicinity
of the work. These are provided to allow local residents and businesses to comment on both the process
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of undertaking the works as well as the final scheme. Returned Scheme Feedback Cards are reviewed
to allow the County Council and contractors to implement any lessons learnt from the scheme.

PROGRAMME / PROJECT REPORTING
6.33

NYCC has a small section dedicated to management of the £50m per year capital programme of
highway maintenance and other transport schemes. This section is responsible for the co-ordination of
all elements of the capital programme, including project reporting. Staff from the programme
management section attend each of the area ‘programme meetings’ on a monthly basis to ensure that
they are fully informed on the progress of individual schemes including any changes to timescales for
delivery and cost estimates.

6.34

All schemes are implemented using a standardised approach set out in a scheme process map and
scheme procedure sheets. These include four defined ‘milestones’ at 13, 6, 4 and 2 weeks prior to start
of construction on site. The programme management section monitor and report on achievement on
each of these milestones to ensure that risk to delivery are identified at a number of stages in the
process.

6.35

The programme management section utilises a computerised database to provide regular update
reports on delivery of the programme (including using the 13, 6, 4 and 2 milestones) to the Highways
and Transportation Heads of Service and to the Operational Management Group. The programme
management section will also provide quarterly updates on major issues to the Highways and
Transportation Management Team (consisting of Highways and Transportation Heads of Service plus
the three area managers) including a red, amber, green assessment of risks to delivery of schemes.

6.36

To ensure efficient programme management, the section authorises small changes to timescales for
delivery or cost estimates for schemes; however any major changes must be authorised by the
members of the Highways and Transportation Heads of Service. The programme management section
is also responsible for the preparation of the quarterly reports on the capital highway maintenance
programme to the Capital Projects Board. The Capital Projects Board can ‘call in’ the Project Sponsor,
Project Manager or any of the three area managers should there be any significant issues with
programme delivery.

6.37

Management and reporting on the Category 4a and 4b maintenance works will be integrated into this
system as a separately identifiable item.

IMPLEMENTATION OF WORK STREAMS
6.38

The indicative programme for 2016/17 is set out in Appendix E. However for each individual project,
timescales for key milestones are summarised below:



Scheme identification – start of the year prior to construction



Scheme design – during year prior to construction



Tender process (where appropriate) – at least three months prior to construction



Tender award and contractor engagement – at least two months prior to construction (to give
contractors adequate time to mobilise)

KEY ISSUES FOR IMPLEMENTATION
6.39

44

All issues likely to affect delivery and implementation are dealt with through the risk register for each
project, which is regularly updated by the project team. A risk register covering issues impacting on the
programme as a whole rather than on individual schemes within the programme has been prepared and
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is discussed in more detail in the Risk Management Strategy section below. The risk register identifies
the key risks to full implementation of the programme

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
6.40

The management of the term maintenance contract and any tendered contract is to be undertaken by
the Commercial Services Unit of the Highways and Transportation Service Unit at NYCC.

6.41

Project and contract management is carried out in accordance with best practice standards based on EU
procurement rules, Government Commerce and the principles of PRINCE2.

6.42

The Category 4a and 4b highway maintenance works are only a small part of the total annual capital
and revenue programme of works, which has a value of in excess of £50m. As such, it is not intended to
implement any special or specific contract management arrangements.

6.43

Contract management for this project will be undertaken in line with the normal NYCC processes
including those set out in the Ringway term maintenance contract. This includes a 6 monthly Partnering
Steering Group of Directors from NYCC, Ringway and our partner consultants, a quarterly Strategic
Management Group of senior NYCC officers and managers from the three organisations as well as an
Operational Management Group of operational managers from the three organisations. The Operational
Management Group meets on a monthly basis to discuss specific progress on programme delivery and
when necessary concerning issues with specific schemes. The Operational Management Group is
supplemented by monthly ‘programme’ meetings in each of the seven NYCC highways areas involving
staff from the three organisations that are directly responsible for the delivery of the schemes. At these
meetings, scheme specific delivery or contractual issues are discussed.

RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
6.44

Due to the large number of small scale projects involved in the programme, it will not always be
appropriate or necessary to prepare a formal risk register for each individual project. However, the major
risks to delivery of the smaller schemes (under £300k) are managed through generic process control
procedures and through the Highways and Transportation Service Unit risk register. Extracts of this are
presented in Appendix D to illustrate the procedure. For any large individual schemes (exceeding
£300k), a separate risk register will be produced to identify and quantify risk and determine the best way
to treat the risk. Additionally, where practical, risk is transferred to the contractor via the tender or
contract, thus giving better financial predictability and stability for the council. Risk registers are live
documents which are updated as the project progresses. As stated above, for the major maintenance
projects, these will be undertaken on a project by project basis to identify the specific risks associated
with a particular project. Therefore, at this stage, no risk registers for the individual schemes have yet
been developed.

6.45

The risks to overall delivery associated with a large programme of smaller schemes such as this are
more easily minimised through effective programme management including the ability to defer or
advance schemes as well as through an element of over programming. To this end a Programme Risk
Register has been produced which identifies a number of generic issues linked to the delivery of the
programme and identifies mitigation issues. These risks include:

6.46



Overspends above the level of risk assumed in the financial case



Weather issues delaying implementation to substantial parts of the programme in particular years



Unforeseen reductions in the overall funding available for the programme

The completed programme risk register is contained within Appendix D.
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BENEFITS REALISATION PLAN
6.47

A Benefits Realisation Plan has been completed and is presented in Appendix I.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION
6.48

The Monitoring and Evaluation Plan provides the framework from which the delivery of the programme
and the benefits expected from the scheme will be monitored.

6.49

The full Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for the project is presented in Appendix G. However, in brief, the
approach will be to follow the existing benefits evaluation process which includes:

6.50

6.51



Assessment of whether the project brief has been met;



Whether the project has been completed within approved budgets and timescales;



Any health and safety issues encountered; and



A post completion project review which identifies any lessons learned or good practice which could
be rolled out to other projects.

In addition, baseline data relating to the specific scheme objectives and interrelated measures for
success as set out in the Strategic Case will be collected in order to monitor the precise strategic
benefits of the programme. Data to be compared in relation to these strategic objectives, for the parts of
the Category 4 network covered by the project is as follows:



A stabilisation in the proportion of roads in need of maintenance over the five years from 2016/17 to
2020/21



A reduction in the spend on reactive maintenance by 2021



A reduction in the number of potholes reported via the “report pothole” facility from 2016 to 2021



A reduction in vehicle damage claims over the five years from 2016/17 to 2020/21



Positive feedback from the local business community in the areas targeted

In terms of benefits realisation, a key aim of the programme will be to achieve the profile of Category 4
roads in each condition category (i.e. very poor, poor, fair, good, very good) as set out in Figures 2.3
and 2.4 in the Strategic Case.

CONTINGENCY PLAN
6.52

Due to the fact that the bid is for a programme of works rather than a fixed single project, there is the
opportunity for a flexible approach to delivery should unforeseen circumstances arise throughout the
programme, including a reordering of individual projects if necessary. The two year rolling programme of
schemes also allows for schemes to be brought forward or deferred should delivery issues be
encountered for any individual scheme. NYCC are currently moving towards utilising a three year rolling
programme which will give even greater opportunity for flexibility in scheme delivery.

6.53

In addition, further contingency is built into the programme by the ability of the council to utilise their
partner consultants for design and management services, should the council have internal resource
issues. At individual scheme level, any potential delays or other issues will be mitigated against through
good working practices and programme management.

6.54

Additionally, the council has flexibility through its £2m annual local contribution available to mitigate
against changes in the overall Local Growth Fund programme which will help ensure the full delivery of
the Category 4a and 4b road maintenance included in the bid.
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SUMMARY
6.55

NYCC has relevant experience of delivering highway maintenance works through its annual
maintenance programme of approximately £25-30m of planned highway (including footway)
maintenance. Furthermore, the council has often delivered substantial work in addition to the regular
programme (up to a total of £43m in 2014/15) as a result of external grants and numerous short notice
winter and flood damage grants. These projects illustrate a track record of delivering maintenance
projects on time and on budget both over a planned programme and as part of more reactive work in
response to extreme weather.

6.56

The council intends to deliver this project as an integral (though separately identifiable) element of its
‘normal’ highway maintenance capital programme.

6.57

North Yorkshire County Council is presently in the process of delivering the Bedale, Aiskew and
Leeming Bar bypass which is presently on time and on budget.

6.58

The dependencies within the programme are included in the strategic case, but in summary the key
interdependencies are the impact of or on other NYCC maintenance improvement works or statutory
undertaker’s works (including the potential to make efficiency savings by co-ordinating or combining
works) and seasonal considerations such as the need to avoid undertaking works around shows and
events as well as in Scarborough and other resorts in the summer months. These issues can be
managed largely by effective programme planning and communication, which provides other benefits as
detailed below.

6.59

Delivery of the programme of schemes is the responsibility of the Highway Operations section of
Highways and Transportation. Highway Operations includes seven area offices covering the
geographical areas of North Yorkshire each responsible for delivery of schemes in their area. There are
currently three area managers covering these seven area offices who are supported by one
maintenance and one improvement manager in each area office. The maintenance and improvement
managers have the day to day responsibility for the design and delivery of schemes in their areas with a
total of 43 project engineers (over all seven areas) working on scheme delivery.

6.60

In addition, the programme is subject to quarterly ‘overview, scrutiny and challenge’ by the Business and
Environmental Services Capital Projects Board which includes the Corporate Director of Business and
Environmental Services as well as staff from NYCC Strategic and Financial services.

6.61

Mike Roberts, Head of Highway Operations, is the Project Manager and Barrie Mason, Assistant
Director of Highways and Transportation, is the Project Sponsor. David Bowe, Corporate Director for
Business and Environmental Services, is the Senior Responsible Owner.

6.62

It is proposed to undertake the five year project on a two year rolling programme with indicative projects
identified and designed in year 1 and delivered in year 2.

6.63

Communications and stakeholder management will be undertaken in accordance with the council’s
standard procedures.

6.64

NYCC has a small section dedicated to management of the £50m per year capital programme of
highway maintenance and other transport schemes. The programme management section utilises a
computerised database to provide regular update reports on delivery of the programme to the Highways
and Transportation Heads of Service and to the Operational Management Group. The programme
management section is also responsible for the preparation of the quarterly reports on the capital
highway maintenance programme to the Capital Projects Board. The Capital Projects Board can ‘call in’
the Project Sponsor, Project Manager or any of the three area managers should there be any significant
issues with programme delivery. Management and reporting on the Category 4a and 4b maintenance
works will be integrated into this system as a separately identifiable item.
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6.65

The management of the term maintenance contract and any tendered contract is to be undertaken by
the Commercial Services Unit of the Highways and Transportation Team at NYCC.

6.66

The major risks to delivery of the smaller schemes (under £300k) are managed through generic process
control procedures and through the Highways and Transportation Service Unit risk register. For any
large individual schemes (exceeding £300k), a separate risk register will be considered to identify and
quantify risk and determine the best way to treat the risk. Additionally, where practical, risk is transferred
to the contractor via the tender or contract, thus giving better financial predictability and stability for the
council. The risks to overall delivery will also be minimised through effective programme management
including the ability to defer or advance schemes as well as through an element of over programming.

6.67

The Monitoring and Evaluation Plan provides details of proposed post scheme monitoring.

6.68

In terms of contingency, there is the opportunity for a flexible approach to delivery should unforeseen
circumstances arise throughout the programme, including a reordering of individual projects if
necessary. In addition, the council is able to utilise their partner consultants for design and management
services, should the council have internal resource issues. In terms of funding, the council has other
funding resources available (LTP Block Allocation, £2m annual local contribution) available to mitigate
against cost increases in the overall Local Growth Fund programme which will allow the full delivery of
the Category 4a and 4b road improvements included in the bid.
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7

Summary

7.1

This business case has presented the strategic, economic, financial, commercial and management
cases for investment in the maintenance of the Category 4 road network in North Yorkshire between
2016/17 and 2020/21.

7.2

The bid consists of £24m of LEP funding from the Local Growth Fund and a local contribution from
NYCC of £8m, giving a total programme budget of £32m over the period 2016/17 to 2020/21.

7.3

The investment will seek to improve the condition and quality of North Yorkshire’s highway assets in a
cost effective manner, addressing the results of a period of under investment in highway maintenance. It
will also support the wider growth agenda in North Yorkshire (led by the YNYER LEP) by improving
access between residents and businesses located in small towns and villages and the polycentric local
service centres across the county.

7.4

The proposals in the bid are more than about dealing purely with a maintenance backlog, but
additionally are about providing investment that will contribute to a more efficient asset management
process in the long term, preventing the need for reactive maintenance which is both expensive and,
due to its unplanned nature, more disruptive.

7.5

The modelling and appraisal work for the business case has been undertaken using the HMAT
developed by TRL for DfT. This has considered 390 additional individual maintenance schemes over the
programme, using one of two treatment strategies:



Surface treatment; and



Structural overlay.

7.6

Three scenarios were modelled: a 15 year, 30 year and 60 year assessment.

7.7

A quantified risk allowance of 10% was adopted as well as optimism bias of 3% (in line with guidance in
WebTAG Unit A1.2 Scheme Costs on the level to be applied at full business case stage).

7.8

Over 30 years and 60 years the project shows high value for money, with BCRs of 2.37 and 2.77
respectively. In the 15 year assessment, the project represents low value for money (with a BCR of
1.60), though this is considered to be a realistic result due to the fact that usage of Category 4 roads is
lower than other roads (and therefore the accrued journey time savings are less), but the benefits of
maintenance last for longer as the roads are subject to less wear and tear. Inevitably, discounting has
an impact on the level of benefits achieved and impacts especially on the roads examined here, where
the benefits will last for longer than on other busier roads.

7.9

Four sensitivity tests were undertaken. The result of these tests was that the BCR for each scenario did
not alter significantly from the central case, with all delivering a BCR over 2.00 over a 30 appraisal
period.

7.10

The Appraisal Summary Table, TEE, AMCB and PA tables for the central case are presented in
Appendix C.

7.11

The local contribution from NYCC comes from the county’s capital resources, emphasizing level of
importance that the local authority gives this issue. Overall, the local contribution represents 25% of the
total scheme costs.

7.12

In order to deliver the programme, it is proposed to use the existing Ringway framework for all works up
to £150,000 (which is part of the terms of the Ringway contract) and NYCC has the options of putting all
other works out to tender using either NYCC’s CECF, the YORcivils framework or the open market.
Through this approach, NYCC has previously delivered up to £43m of capital maintenance works (in
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2014/15) and, as such, it is considered that the term maintenance contract and tendering arrangement is
an appropriate delivery mechanism.
7.13

NYCC has extensive relevant experience of delivering highway maintenance works through its annual
programme of approximately £25-30m of planned highway (including footway) maintenance.
Furthermore, the council has often delivered substantial work in addition to the regular programme as a
result of successful bids for additional external funding and numerous short notice winter and flood
damage grants.

7.14

From a management perspective, the programme will be led by experienced officers from within NYCC
using existing practices utilised in the standard annual maintenance programme, including the council’s
established approaches to stakeholder, contract and risk management.

7.15

This track record of delivery, alongside the proposed delivery strategy outlined above is considered to
provide assurance that the programme will be delivered and will provide very good value for money for
both NYCC and the YNYER LEP, as well as contributing towards key growth objectives supporting the
rural economy of North Yorkshire.
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Appendix A

LETTERS OF SUPPORT
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Appendix B

RESIDENT’S SURVEY SUMMARY
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pedestrians
cyclists
bus users
improvements
Very/ fairly satisfied

5. Road safety
education and
training

No opinion/ Don't know/ Missing

6. Condition of road
surfaces

7. Condition of
footways

8. Quality of repairs
to roads and
footways

Very/ fairly dissatisfied

1

Satisfaction with Highway and Transport Services (2)
(Q1: % response - total sample)
100%
90%

15

15

16

22

25

28
7

80%
70%

13

9
43

7

45
54

57

12

47

55

63

28

26

33

48

50

46

67

8

6

22

11

61

6

19

10

3

60%

26

30
36

38

20

23

32

29

29

3

50%
15

40%

78

79

9

5

69

10

9

65

30%
50

20%

54

60

37

72

66
8

52

37

73

7

41

39

36

49

49

32

29

24

10%
0%

2015 2012 2011 2015 2012 2011 2015 2012 2011 2015 2012 2011 2015 2012 2011 2015 2012 2011 2015 2012 2011 2015 2012 2011
9. Street lighting and 10. Disruption and
11. Speed of
illuminated signs delays at road works carrying out repairs
Very/ fairly satisfied

12. Gritting and
snow clearances
(roads)

13. Gritting and
snow clearances
(footways)

No opinion/ Don't know/ Missing

14. Grass cutting

15. Local bus
services

16. Public transport
information

Very/ fairly dissatisfied

2

Importance of Services (1)
(Q4: % response - total sample)
100%

3
2

1
1

1
1

2
1

1
1

1
1

90%
33

30

7

8

8

2

1

3

31

16
22

17
23

3

80%

23

22

2

3

76

74

2012

2011

2

3

2

75

75

2012

2011

70%
11

60%

50%

96

98

97

97

97

14

13

98
92

91

88
81

40%

30%

56

56

57

2015

2012

2011

81

20%

10%

0%
2015

2012

2011

a. Quality of repairs to
roads and footways

2015

2012

2011

b. Condition of road
surfaces
Very/ fairly important

c. Condition of cycle lanes
or cycle routes

2015

2012

2011

d. Condition of footways
and pavements

No opinion/ don't know/ missing

2015

e. Street lighting and
illuminated signs

2015

f. Reducing disruption and
delays at road works

Very/ fairly unimportant

3

Importance of Services (2)
(Q4: % response - total sample)
100%

90%

8

9

10

2

2

2

4
1

3
1

2
1

10

9

2

2

11
3

80%

44

21

21

8

7

40
49

47

45

46

45

45

8

11

13

49

59

70%

60%
8

2

50%
91

95
90

96

89

87

3

2

97
89

7

11

86

40%
71

73

11

30%

53

48

52

50

47

20%

45

45

43

40

2011

2015

2012

2011

31
10%

0%
2015

2012

2011

g. Speed of carrying out
repairs

2015

2012

2011

h. Gritting and snow
clearance

2015

2012

2011

i. Highway drainage

Very/ fairly important

2015

2012

2011

j. Grass cutting

2015

2012

2011

k. Provision of local bus
services

No opinion/ don't know/ missing

2015

2012

l. New facilities for
pedestrians

m. New routes and
facilities for cyclists

Very/ fairly unimportant

4

Importance of Services (3)
(Q4: % response - total sample)
100%
90%

22

23

22

26

23

26

28

26

32

33

6

5

61

62

62

2015

2012

2011

34

80%

40
49

48

52

3

2

3

4

70%

8

5

3

10

5
60%

8
50%

3

4
5

40%

74

75

74

73
66

30%
48

47

2015

2012

20%

63

69

68

51
42

10%
0%
2011

2015

2012

2011

2015

n. Introducing traffic calming (to o. New facilities to improve road
improve local environment)
safety (e.g. junction
improvements)
Very/ fairly important

2012

2011

p. Provision of community
transport services

No opinion/ don't know/ missing

2015

2012

2011

q. Reducing congestion by
junction improvements, new
road links etc.

r. Improving awareness and use
of more sustainable modes of
transport to reduce congestion

Very/ fairly unimportant

5
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Appendix C

APPRAISAL SUMMARY TABLE, TEE TABLE, AMCB TABLE AND PA TABLE

Category 4 Road Maintenance: Full Business Case : NEA6133-1/1

Transport Economic Efficiency (TEE) Table
Consumers

ALL MODES

ROAD

Bus & Coach

RAIL

User benefits

TOTAL

Private Cars and LGVs

Passengers

Passengers

Travel time

£27,640,339

£27,640,339

Vehicle operating costs

£42,808,219

£42,808,219

User charges
During Construction & Maintenance
NET CONSUMER BENEFITS

£0
-£37,091

-£37,091
£70,411,467

(1)

Business
User benefits

Goods Vehicles

Travel time

£0

Vehicle operating costs

£0

User charges

£0

During Construction & Maintenance

£0

Subtotal

£0

Business Cars &
LGVs

Revenue

£0

Operating costs

£0

Investment costs

£0

Grant/subsidy

£0

Subtotal

£0

(3)

£0

(4)

£0

(5) = (2) + (3) + (4)

Other business impacts
Developer contributions

TOTAL
Present Value of Transport Economic Efficiency Benefits

£70,411,467

Freight

Passengers

Freight

Passengers

(2)

Private sector provider impacts

NET BUSINESS IMPACT

Passengers

(6) = (1) + (5)

Notes: Benefits appear as positive numbers, while costs appear as negative numbers. All entries are discounted present values, in 2010 prices and values.

Other

Public Accounts (PA) Table
Local Government Funding

ALL MODES

ROAD

TOTAL

INFRASTRUCTURE

BUS and COACH

Revenue
Operating Costs
Investment Costs

£7,405,566

£7,405,566

Developer and Other Contributions
Grant/Subsidy Payments
NET IMPACT

£7,405,566 (7)

Central Government Funding: Transport
Revenue
Operating costs
Investment Costs

£22,216,697

£22,216,697

Developer and Other Contributions
Grant/Subsidy Payments
NET IMPACT

£22,216,697 (8)

Central Government Funding: Non-Transport
Indirect Tax Revenues

£0 (9)

TOTALS
Broad Transport Budget
Wider Public Finances

£29,622,263 (10) = (7) + (8)
£0 (11) = (9)
Notes: Costs appear as positive numbers, while revenues and ‘Developer and Other Contributions' appear as negative numbers.
All entries are discounted present values in 2010 prices and values.

RAIL

OTHER

Name of scheme:
Description of scheme:
Impacts

21

Date produced:

Appraisal Summary Table

10

2015
Name
Organisation
Role

Economy

Reliability impact on Business
users
Regeneration

Social

Environmental

Wider Impacts
Noise
Air Quality
Greenhouse gases

Unquantified reiliability benefits as a result of the reduction in the volume of reactive
maintenance required. This will however be offset at individual locations by reductions in
reliability as a result of the roadworks being carried out
Unquantified impact on regeneration areas, through improved and more reliable road network
GVA uplift of £10.0M forecast from the additional invesmtent in Highway mainteance, estimated
using the HMAT tool
Short term issues during road works, no long term impacts.
Short term issues during road works, no long term impacts.

Qualitative

Value of journey time changes(£)
£27.6M
Net journey time changes (£)
Large Beneficial
0 to 2min
2 to 5min
> 5min
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
£10M
N/A
N/A

Increase in greenhouse gases as a result of vehicles moving faster. Additionally there will be an Change in non-traded carbon over 60y (CO2e)
impact from vehicles associated with roadworks and embedded carbon form the materials used. Change in traded carbon over 60y (CO2e)

Small Beneficial
Moderate
Beneficial
Neutral

£10.0M

-£155k

Slight Disbenefit

N/A

Neutral

No impact

N/A

Neutral

Historic Environment

No impact

N/A

Neutral

Biodiversity

No impact

N/A

Neutral

Water Environment

No impact

N/A

Neutral

Physical activity
Journey quality
Accidents
Security

Unquantified reiliability benefits as a result of the reduction in the volume of reactive
maintenance required. This will however be offset at individual locations by reductions in
reliability as a result of the roadworks being carried out
No impact
Unquantified journey quality impact arising from more comfortable ride for users as a result of
better quality road surface.
Unquantified positive impact on users from improvments in skid resistence. Small quantified
disbenefit as a result of accidents in queues associated with roadworks.

Value of journey time changes(£)
N/A
Net journey time changes (£)
0 to 2min
2 to 5min
> 5min
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Moderate
Beneficial

N/A

Neutral

N/A

Small Beneficial

-£44k

Moderate
Beneficial

No impact

N/A

Neutral

N/A

Small Beneficial

Affordability

N/A

Neutral

Severance

No impact

N/A

Neutral

Option and non-use values

No impact

N/A

Neutral

Cost to Broad Transport
Budget
Indirect Tax Revenues

-424k

Large Beneficial

Unquantified improvment access to services through more reliable network, impacting on local
residents, businessses and and visitors
No impact

Access to services

N/A

Neutral
-£269k

Townscape

Presented above with Business Users and Transport Providers

£70.4M

N/A

No impact

Commuting and Other users

Monetary
£(NPV)

Moderate
Beneficial

Landscape

Reliability impact on
Commuting and Other users

Public
Account

Journey time benefits over 30 years estimated to total £27.6M and vehicle operating costs at
£42.8M. This is for all user groups, business, commuting and other. The nature of the model
prevents a further disaggrgation by purpose or by journey time group

-44k

Present Value of Costs over 30 years = £29.62M
£29.62M
Not quantified as part of modelling process. Small negitive impact through reduction in vehicle
operating costs

Promoter/Official

Assessment

Summary of key impacts
Quantitative

Business users & transport
providers

Contact:

North Yorkshire County Council: Category 4 Road Maintenance
Five year prograsmme of investment in Category 4 Roads.

N/A

£33.07M

Distributional
7-pt scale/
vulnerable grp

Analysis of Monetised Costs and Benefits
Noise

£0 (12)

Local Air Quality

£0 (13)

Greenhouse Gases

-£268,862 (14)

Journey Quality

£0 (15)

Physical Activity

£0 (16)

Accidents

-£44,371 (17)

Economic Efficiency: Consumer Users (Commuting)

£0 (1a)

Economic Efficiency: Consumer Users (Other)

£0 (1b)

Economic Efficiency: Business Users and Providers

£70,411,468 (5)
£0 - (11) - sign changed from PA

Wider Public Finances (Indirect Taxation Revenues)

table, as PA table represents
costs, not benefits

£70,098,235 (PVB) = (12) + (13) + (14) + (15)
Present Value of Benefits (see notes) (PVB)

+ (16) + (17) + (1a) + (1b) + (5) (11)

Broad Transport Budget

£33,073,400 (10)

Present Value of Costs (see notes) (PVC)

£29,622,263 (PVC) = (10)

OVERALL IMPACTS
Net Present Value (NPV)
Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR)

£40,475,972 NPV=PVB-PVC
2.37 BCR=PVB/PVC

Note : This table includes costs and benefits which are regularly or occasionally presented in monetised form in transport
appraisals, together with some where monetisation is in prospect. There may also be other significant costs and benefits, some of
which cannot be presented in monetised form. Where this is the case, the analysis presented above does NOT provide a good
measure of value for money and should not be used as the sole basis for decisions.
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Appendix D

EXTRACT FROM HIGHWAYS AND TRANSPORTATION SERVICE UNIT RISK REGISTER

Category 4 Road Maintenance: Full Business Case : NEA6133-1/1

Programme Risk Register
Current Risk Exposure
Probability
Risk No

Risk Description

Corporate/Strategic

Cost (£)

Time

Risk

Weeks

Cat

Description of Potential Impact
Cat

1

Mitigation Measures

Overspend in any of years 1 to 4 of the
programme outside of modelled 10% risk

L

%

20%

Min

700,000

Most Likely

750,000

Max

800,000

8

M

Current Risk (£)

£150,000

2

Corporate/Strategic

Overspend in final year of programme beyond
the modelled 10% risk layer

L

20%

700,000

750,000

800,000

8

M

£150,000

3

Corporate/Strategic

Changes to available funding envelope either
in specific year or across the programme as a
whole

L

20%

700,000

750,000

800,000

39

VH

£150,000

4

Corporate/Strategic

Underspend in a particular year due to road
condtion being better than anticpated and
therefore less expensive treatments can be
used

VL

5%

0

0

0

25

H

£0

5

Corporate/Strategic

Contractor availability and skills shortages

L

30%

0

0

0

39

VH

£0

7

Corporate/Strategic

Widespread delays to implementation due to
poor weather

VL

15%

1,000,000

1,500,000

2,000,000

12

M

£225,000

Nil

0%

Nil

£0

Nil
VL
L
M
H
VH

Probability (%)
0
≤15
>15 ≤35
>35 ≤65
>65 ≤85
>85

NYCC to fund overspend from reserves,
offset by changes to the programme in the
following year to offset the additional
costs. If overspend occurs early in year
then in-year changes to the programme
will be made. Mitigation to avoid this
situation will be achieved through careful
programme planning involving early site
inspections to avoid unforseen diffiuclties
Mitigation through careful programme
planning to avoid unforseen difficulties. If
it is clear that an overspend will occur
early in the year then the programme can
be reduced, if the overspend occurs at the
end of the year then NYCC will have to
fund the overspend
The programme of schemes is sufficiently
flexible that changes to the programme
can be implemented to reduce the scale
of works.
Any underspend will either be used in
year by bringing forward work on other
parts of the network or carried over to
conduct additional works in the follwoing
year.
Ensure engagment with contractors takes
place early to ensure availability, to
resource the following years programmne.
Work with contractor to mitigate impacts
and reprogramme work. Give
consideration to postponing work until
following year if problems are severe.

Time Impact (weeks)
0
≤1
>1 ≤4
>4 ≤12
>12 ≤26
>26

Surface Dressing and Pre-patching
Current Risk Exposure
Probability
Risk No

1

2

Risk Description

Cost (£)

Time

Risk

Mitigation Measures

Notes

Flexibility built into programme

Expected risk. Flexibility always built into
overall programme to accommodate
slippage due to weather

Description of Potential Impact

Weather

Delays to delivery due to adverse weather
conditions

Pre-patching failure

Pre-patching failure preventing surface
dressing

Cat

%

Min

Most Likely

Max

Weeks

Cat

Current Risk (£)

M

65%

0

0

0

1

VL

£0

VL

15%

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

0%
0%
0%
0%

1,000

2,000

2,500

52

VH

£300

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

£0
£0
£0
£0

Site supervision of pre-patching works by Only cost risk to NYCC associated with
contractor and NYCC
failure of pre-patching is additional staff
time involved in ensuring the contractor
redtifies the problem

Based on a typical surface dressing scheme on a Cat 4 road of 2km length by 5m width (estimated cost of surface dressing and pre-patching = £43k)

Overlay
Current Risk Exposure
Probability
Risk No

Risk Description

Cost (£)

Time

Risk

Mitigation Measures

Notes

Site supervision of works by contractor
and NYCC

Only cost risk to NYCC associated with
scheme failure is additional staff time
involved in ensuring the contractor rectifies
the problem

Description of Potential Impact
Cat

%

Min

Most Likely

Max

Weeks

Cat

Current Risk (£)

1

Future scheme failure

Future failure of scheme due to poor contractor
performance

VL

10%

1,000

2,000

2,500

1

VL

£200

2

Cost estimate low

Initial cost estimate significantly (c30%) too low

M

50%

5,000

10,000

15,000

0

Nil

£5,000

3

Cost estimate high

Initial cost estimate significantly (c30%) too
high

M

50%

5,000

10,000

15,000

0

Nil

£5,000

Nil
Nil
Nil

0%
0%
0%

Nil
Nil
Nil

£0
£0
£0

Early designer and contractor involvement Vast experience of delivery of overlay
in design of scheme and setting
schemes over numerous years has shown
programme
that on an programme wide basis the low
Early designer and contractor involvement and high. initial cost estimates do tend to
balance each other.
in design of scheme and setting
programme

Based on a typical overlay scheme on a Cat 4 road of 0.5km length by 5m width (estimated cost of overlay = £30k)

Nil
VL
L
M
H
VH

1 of 1

Probability (%)
0
≤15
>15 ≤35
>35 ≤65
>65 ≤85
>85

Time Impact (weeks)
0
≤1
>1 ≤4
>4 ≤12
>12 ≤26
>26

Printed: 27/11/2015
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Appendix E

DRAFT PROGRAMME FOR 2016/17

Category 4 Road Maintenance: Full Business Case : NEA6133-1/1

Road
number
C116
C116
C130
C50
C50
C53
C3
U1969
C156
C156
C156
C169
C169
C2
C55
C9
C9
C181
C189
C230
C230
C351
C355
C356
C61
C61
C61
C61
C61
C61
C61
C61
C61
C72
U1768
U628
C272
U2326
U2488
U2790
U928
C323
C323
C329
C329
U858
C230
C230
C72
C129
C168
C2
C5
C89
C89
C96

USRN Address
PLUMER ROAD
PLUMER ROAD
LEYBURN ROAD
SCAR SPRING WOOD TO WALBURN HALL ROAD
SCAR SPRING WOOD TO WALBURN HALL ROAD
SOUTH VIEW
ATLEY HILL TO STREETLAM
SCHOLLA LANE TO CROSBY TRACK
COWESBY VILLAGE STREET
PEASLAND LANE
KEPWICK VILLAGE STREET
UPSALL TO CLEVELAND REIN
UPSALL TO CLEVELAND REIN
FRONT STREET
LOWFIELD LANE
EAST HARLSEY VILLAGE STREET
EAST HARLSEY TO SOMERSET HOUSE FARM
RUFFIN LANE
BACK LANE
GREEN LANE
BUTTERWICK LANE
TOFTINGS LANE
LEAVENING TO MOOR HILL
WEAVERTHORPE TO BUTTERWICK
THE STRAY
THE STRAY TO SWISS COTTAGE ROUNDABOUT
SWISS COTTAGE TO NORTH LODGE
SLINGSBY BANK
SLINGSBY BANK
SLINGSBY TO EAST NESS
SLINGSBY TO EAST NESS
SLINGSBY TO EAST NESS
SLINGSBY TO EAST NESS
BUTTERWICK TO FOSTERS WOLD PLANTATION
THORPE BASSETT LANE
WEAVERTHORPE TO FOSTERS WOLD PLANTATION
HOWGILL LANE TO BARDEN TOWER
LANSHAW BANK TO WEST VIEW FARM
BEDLAM LANE
WOOLWICH COTTAGE TO WARREN LANE
BURN LANE
GATEFORTH NEW ROAD
GATEFORTH NEW ROAD
HIRST ROAD
HIRST ROAD
DENISON ROAD
BUTTERWICK ROAD
GREEN LANE
BUTTERWICK TO FOSTERS WOLD PLANTATION
SANDBECK
WILLOW BRIDGE LANE
EAST HARLSEY TO LOOP
SANDY BANK TO CROSBY NEW BRIDGE
MOOR LANE
ROAD FROM BAGBY TO BALK
AMPLECARR

Works Costs
Scheme Details
estimate
2015/16
CATTERICK GARRISON Area 1 Cat 4a Urban surface Dressing FROM JUNC WITH HIPSWELL ROAD WEST
UrbanC37 TO JUNC
4a RIGHT 12711
HAIG ROAD
Surface
C117 dressing
CATTERICK GARRISON Area 1 Cat 4a Rural surface Dressing
FROM JUNC RIGHT HAIG ROAD TO JUNC
Rural
WITH C1074a
AT SANDBECK
20954
Surface dressing
HUNTON
Area 1 Cat 4a Urban surface Dressing FROM JUNC LEFT OPP FIRST PROPERTY
Urban
IN ROW WEST
4a OF HUNTON
8161 TO JUNC
Surface
WITH
dressing
C
STAINTON
Area 1 Cat 4b Rural surface Dressing
FROM JUNC RIGHT STAINTON TO ENTRANCE
Rural RIGHT4b
WATHGILL13183
CAMP
Surface dressing
STAINTON
Area 1 Cat 4b Rural surface Dressing
FROM ENTRANCE RIGHT WATHGILL CAMP
RuralTO JUNC4b
WITH A610813230
Surface dressing
HUNTON
Area 1 Cat 4a Urban surface Dressing FROM T JUNC AT CAPTAINS BRIDGE IN
Urban
HUNTON TO 4a
NORTH OF 9114
HUNTON Surface dressing
PEPPER ARDEN
Area 2 Cat 4b PEPPER ARDEN R & R FROM TRACK RIGHT FELLGILL FARM TO
Rural
TRACK LEFT
4bSTREETLAM
85973
GRANGE
Overlay
CROSBY
Area 2 Cat 4b CROSBY R & R
FROM JUNC LEFT CHESTER LANE TO END
RuralOF COUNTY
4b RD CROSBY
67665COURT
Overlay
GRANGE/RT ROAD
COWESBY
Area 2 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing COWESBY
Rural
4b
16926
Surface dressing
NETHER SILTON
Area 2 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC LEFT BORROWBY TO T JUNC
RuralWITH C157
4b
10969
Surface dressing
KEPWICK
Area 2 Cat 4b Urban Surface Dressing KEPWICK TO JUNC LEFT SILTON (WEST
Urban
OF GRASS TRIANGLE)
4b
2043
Surface dressing
UPSALL
Area 2 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK RIGHT AFTER NORTH LODGE
Rural TO FOOTPATH
4b
SIGN3001
ON LEFT Surface
(ON CORNER)
dressing
UPSALL
Area 2 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM FOOTPATH SIGN ON LEFT TO CROSSROADS
Rural
JUNC
4b
10261
Surface dressing
APPLETON WISKE
Area 2 Cat 4a Urban Surface Dressing FROM JUNC LEFT DEIGHTON (C150) TO
Urban
JUNC WITH C1
4a
13083
Surface dressing
KIRKBY FLEETHAM
Area 2 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK RIGHT NORTH LOWFIELDS
Rural
FARM TO JUNC
4a
WITH B6271
22487
Surface dressing
EAST HARLSEY
Area 2 Cat 4b Urban Surface Dressing FROM JUNC WITH C2 EAST HARLSEY TO
Urban
ENTRANCE4b
LEFT BANKSIDE
10204 FARM
Surface dressing
EAST HARLSEY
Area 2 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK LEFT THORNFLATT FARM
Rural
TO JUNC WITH
4b A19 SOMERSET
27304 HOUSE
Surface dressing
LANGTON
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK RIGHT GRANGE FARM TO
Rural
TRACK RIGHT
4a MANOR FARM
19121
Surface dressing
OLD BYLAND
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK RIGHT BLIND SIDE TO TRACK
Rural RIGHT BYLAND
4a
GRANGE
22761
Surface dressing
BUTTERWICK
Area 4 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK RIGHT FLEET FARM TO JUNC
Rural RIGHT IN4bBUTTERWICK
13152
VILLAGE
Surface dressing
BUTTERWICK
Area 4 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC RIGHT IN BUTTERWICK VILLAGE
Rural TO T JUNC
4b (RIGHT11871
- BRAWBY)
Surface dressing
LANGTON
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM BRIDGE OVER MILL BECK TO LANGTON
Rural
CROSSROADS
4a
15855
Surface dressing
BURYTHORPE
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC LEFT WESTOW TO TRACKRural
RIGHT KENNYTHORPE
4a
15216
Surface dressing
WEAVERTHORPE
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC RIGHT GREEN LANE TO TRACK
Rural RIGHT SPANIEL
4a
FARM
7575
Surface dressing
WELBURN
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC RIGHT C91 WELBURN TO Rural
BRIDGE OVER4aSTREAM 9466
Surface dressing
WELBURN
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM GATE HOUSE TO (OBELISK) ROUNDABOUT
Rural
4a
9209
Surface dressing
CONEYSTHORPE
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM ROUNDABOUT EXIT (OBELISK) TO
Rural
TRACK LEFT
4aPARK FARM
8375
Surface dressing
SLINGSBY
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM BRIDLEWAY SIGN ON LEFT TO LAYBY
Rural ON RIGHT
4a
14533
Surface dressing
SLINGSBY
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM LAYBY ON RIGHT TO JUNC WITHRural
B1257
4a
13806
Surface dressing
SLINGSBY
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM S/LIMIT NORTH OF SLINGSBY TORural
FOOTPATH ON
4a LEFT
17531
Surface dressing
SLINGSBY
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM BRIDGE OVER DOUBLE DIKES TO
Rural
TRACK LEFT
4aBEECH TREE
18398
HOUSE
Surface dressing
SLINGSBY
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK LEFT BEECH TREE HOUSE
Rural
TO BRIDGE4aOVER HOLBECK
9290
Surface dressing
SLINGSBY
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM BRIDGE OVER HOLBECK TO TRACK
RuralRIGHT WATERHOLMES
4a
13747
AT EAST
Surface
NESS dressing
BUTTERWICK
Area 4 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK LEFT BUTTERWICK WHINS
Rural
TO T JUNC4b
28571
Surface dressing
THORPE BASSETT
Area 4 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC RIGHT HIGH ST NE TO JUNC
Rural
LEFT SPRING
4b FARM 36991
Surface dressing
WEAVERTHORPE
Area 4 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK RIGHT MIDDLE CLOSE PLANTATION
Rural
TO
4bTHE C72 FOSTERS
23342
WOLD
SurfacePLANTATION
dressing
BARDEN
Area 5 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing START FROM JUNC WITH B6160 NR BARDEN
Rural TOWER4aTO JUNC RIGHT
14277 STORITHS
Surface dressing
BEAMSLEY
Area 5 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC LEFT LING CHAPEL FARMRural
SE TO JUNC LEFT
4a WEST 12169
VIEW HOUSE
Surface dressing
FEWSTON
Area 6 Cat 4b Rural Bedlam Lane R&R FROM JUNC WITH SPINKSBURN LANE Rural
EAST TO JUNC
4bWITH B6451
60000
Overlay
BREARTON
Area 6 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC WITH HIGH MOOR LANE TO
Rural
JUNC WITH4a
WARREN LANE
17798
Surface dressing
TEMPLE HIRST
Area 2 Cat 4b Rural Burn Lane R&R
FROM TRACK LEFT TO JUNC LEFT FAIR
Rural
OAKS
4b
19200
Overlay
GATEFORTH SELBY
Area 7 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing JCT LEFT HAMBLETON TO GATEFORTHRural
FM
4a
14084
Surface dressing
GATEFORTH SELBY
Area 7 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing JCT LEFT HAMBLETON TO GATEFORTHRural
FM
4a
15432
Surface dressing
CARLTON
Area 7 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM NEW COATES FARM ON RIGHT TO
Rural
TRACK RIGHT
4a AT BEND1858
Surface dressing
SELBY/CARLTON
Area 7 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM A1041 WEST BOUND
Rural
4a
10713
Surface dressing
SELBY
Area 7 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing RESTART JCT A63 NW T OCANAL ROAD
Rural
4b
9501
Surface dressing
BARTON LE STREET
Area 4 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM BRIDLEWAY SIGN ON LEFT NEXT
Rural
TO TRACK TO
4b SLIGNSBY
20006
CARR CUT
Surface
(BECK
dressing
CROSSING)
BUTTERWICK
Area 4 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM BECK CROSSING TO TRACK RIGHT
Rural
FLEET FARM
4b
13375
Surface dressing
BUTTERWICK
Area 4 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK ON RIGHT TO TRACK LEFT
Rural
BUTTERWICK
4b WHINS 20136
Surface dressing
RICHMOND
Area 1 Cat 4a Rural Sandbeck R&R
FROM JUNC WITH A6136 NR WOODHOUSE
RuralFARM TO4a
JUNC WITH15000
C107 AT HOLLY
Overlay HILL
DALTON
Area 2 Cat 4a Rural Willow Bridge Lane R&R
FROM T JUNC NORTH OF DALTON TO TRACK
Rural LEFT PARADISE
4a
FARM
14625
Edge Repair/Haunch
EAST HARLSEY
Area 2 Cat 4a Rural East Harsley R&R FROM JUNC LEFT STONEY LANE TO TRACK
Rural RIGHT MORTON
4a
GRANGE
13500 FARM
Edge Repair/Haunch
CROSBY
Area 2 Cat 4a Rural Crosby R&R
FROM LOW CROSBY COURT FARM ONRural
LEFT TO JUNC
4aON LEFT C11
18000
KEPWICK
Plane & Resurface SC
BAGBY
Area 2 Cat 4a Rural Moor Lane Bagby R&R
FROM TRACK LEFT MONK PARK TO JUNC
Rural
RIGHT BAGBY
4a
17460
Plane & Resurface SC
BALK
Area 2 Cat 4a Rural Balk R&R
FROM JUNC RIGHT BAGBY TO BRIDGERural
OVER BECK AT
4a BALK
9000
Edge Repair/Haunch
HUSTHWAITE
Area 2 Cat 4a Rural Amplecarr R&R
FROM TRACK LEFT PROVIDENCE HILLRural
TO JUNC LEFT
4aUNSURFACED
37050TRACK
Overlay
OPP CEMETERY
Town/Settlement

Definitive Scheme Name

Location

Urban /
Rural

Heirarchy

C96
U1830
C2
U1
U1
U1
U1804
U1972
C11
C150
C150
U1969
C77
C77
C77
C77
C70
U503
U503
C356
C356
C61
C61
C356
C356
C356
C61
C189
C351
B1253
B1253
B1253
B1253
B1253
C181
C181
C230
C230
C350
C350
C350
C357
C61
C61
C61
C61
C61
C61
C61
C65
C72
C91
C91
C91
C404
C248
C248
U2324
U2324

COXWOLD TO HUSTHWAITE
HUSTHWAITE
HAG LANE
SOUTH KILVINGTON
APPLETON WISKE TO WORSALL TOLL BAR
APPLETON WISKE
ROAD FROM WEST FARM TO OSMOTHERLEY
THIMBLEBY
ROAD FROM WEST FARM TO OSMOTHERLEY
THIMBLEBY
ROAD FROM WEST FARM TO OSMOTHERLEY
THIMBLEBY
HIGH LANE
FELIXKIRK
INGLEBY CROSS SCARTH LEES DIVERSION
INGLEBY CROSS
THORNTON LE BEANS VILLAGE STREET
THORTON LE BEANS
DEIGHTON LANE
BROMPTON
DEIGHTON LANE
BROMPTON
SCHOLLA LANE TO CROSBY TRACK
CROSBY
RAVEN HALL ROAD
RAVENSCAR
RAVEN HALL ROAD
RAVENSCAR
RAVEN HALL ROAD
RAVENSCAR
RAVEN HALL ROAD
RAVENSCAR
LIMESTONE LANE TO SWANG ROAD
SUFFIELD
IRTON MOOR LANE
IRTON
IRTON MOOR LANE
IRTON
WEAVERTHORPE TO BUTTERWICK
WEAVERTHORPE
WEAVERTHORPE TO BUTTERWICK
WEAVERTHORPE
LEAVENING TO GALLY GAP
LEAVENING
LEAVENING TO GALLY GAP
LEAVENING
DUGGLEBY WOLD ROAD TO LOW ROAD
DUGGLEBY
DUGGLEBY WOLD ROAD TO LOW ROAD
DUGGLEBY
DUGGLEBY WOLD ROAD TO LOW ROAD
DUGGLEBY
HIGH LANE
HOWSHAM
COOPER CROSS
COLD KIRBY
TOFTINGS LANE
BIRDSALL
ROAD FROM STONEPIT BALK TO COUNTY BOUNDARYDUGGLEBY
ROAD FROM STONEPIT BALK TO COUNTY BOUNDARYDUGGLEBY
HIGH STREET
DUGGLEBY
NORTH GRIMSTON TO BRIDLINGTON ROAD
NORTH GRIMSTON
NORTH GRIMSTON TO BRIDLINGTON ROAD
NORTH GRIMSTON
DARK LANE TO BADGER BANK
WESTOW
DARK LANE TO BADGER BANK
WESTOW
BUTTERWICK ROAD
BARTON LE STREET
GREEN LANE
BUTTERWICK
NEWSTEAD HOUSE TO BACK LANE
SETTRINGTON
NEWSTEAD HOUSE TO BACK LANE
SETTRINGTON
NEWSTEAD HOUSE TO BACK LANE
SETTRINGTON
MAIN STREET
WINTRINGHAM
MAINS LANE
WHITWELL ON THE HILL
THE STRAY
WELBURN
SWISS COTTAGE TO NORTH LODGE
CONEYSTHORPE
NORTH LODGE TO SLINGSBY BANK
CONEYSTHORPE
NORTH LODGE TO SLINGSBY BANK
CONEYSTHORPE
INGS LANE TO WEST NESS
NUNNINGTON
INGS LANE TO WEST NESS
NUNNINGTON
KIRBY MISPERTON TO LITTLE BARUGH
KIRBY MISPERTON
BUTTERWICK TO FOSTERS WOLD PLANTATION
BUTTERWICK
ROAD FROM SHERIFF HUTTON TO SKEGMER LANE SHERIFF HUTTON
ROAD FROM SHERIFF HUTTON TO SKEGMER LANE SHERIFF HUTTON
ROAD FROM SHERIFF HUTTON TO SKEGMER LANE SHERIFF HUTTON
GATECLIFF BROW TO ESHTON BRIDGE
ESHTON
ELSLACK LANE
ELSLACK
EDMONDSONS LANE
THORNTON IN CRAVEN
CHURCH LANE
ELSLACK
BROUGHTON BRIDGE TO GLEBE FARM
BROUGHTON

Area 2 Cat 4a Rural Coxwold R&R
FROM TRACK RIGHT LOW PARKS TO BRIDGE
Rural OVER 4a
ELPHIN BECK
13500
Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 2 Cat 4b Rural Hag Lane R&R
FROM JUNC WITH C169 SOUTH KILVINGTON
Rural TO ENTRANCE
4b
LEFT
36000
MANOR Overlay
HOUSE FARM
Area 2 Cat 4a Rural Appleton Wiske R&RRESTART FROM JUNC WITH C1 TO TRACK
RuralLEFT GRANGE
4a
FARM28800
Plane & Resurface SC
Area 2 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC A19 TO WASH BECK THIMBLEBY
Rural
4b
1575
Surface dressing
Area 2 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC A19 TO WASH BECK THIMBLEBY
Rural
4b
5850
Surface dressing
Area 2 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM WASHBECK THIMBLEBY NORTHRural
TO JUNC LEFT
4bOSMOTHERLEY
2250
Surface dressing
Area 2 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC WITH C156 SUTTON RD TO
Rural
JUNC RIGHT4b
GOLDHILL 12388
LANE
Surface dressing
Area 2 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM SANDSTONE COTTAGE RIGHT TO
Rural
TERMINATION.
4b NO S/LIMIT
6876
11/03/02.
Surface dressing
Area 2 Cat 4a Urban Surface Dressing THORNTON LE BEANS
Urban
4a
5274
Surface dressing
Area 2 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC WITH C4 BROMPTON TO TRACK
Rural LEFT WHITE
4a
HOUSE
10685
FARM Surface dressing
Area 2 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing TO JUNC RIGHT WELBURY (C148)
Rural
4a
22839
Surface dressing
Area 2 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC LEFT CHESTER LANE TO END
RuralOF COUNTY
4b RD CROSBY
9909COURT
Surface
GRANGE/RT
dressingROAD
Area 3 Cat 4a Rural Raven Hall Road R&R
FROM JUNC LEFT STOUPE BROW TO JUNC
Rural RIGHT CHURCH
4a
ROAD
5625
Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 3 Cat 4a Rural Raven Hall Road R&R
FROM JUNC LEFT STOUPE BROW TO JUNC
Rural RIGHT CHURCH
4a
ROAD
29250
Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 3 Cat 4a Rural Raven Hall Road R&R
FROM JUNC LEFT STOUPE BROW TO JUNC
Rural RIGHT CHURCH
4a
ROAD
15000
Overlay
Area 3 Cat 4a Rural Raven Hall Road R&R
FROM JUNC LEFT STOUPE BROW TO JUNC
Rural RIGHT CHURCH
4a
ROAD
39000
Overlay
Area 3 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK RIGHT SUFFIELD QUARRY
Rural
TO JUNC WITH
4a C251 SCALBY
6493 (GRASS
Surface
TRIANGLE)
dressing
Area 3 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC WITH B1261 TO TRACK RIGHT
RuralNORTH LODGE
4b
9034
Surface dressing
Area 3 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK RIGHT NORTH LODGE Rural
4b
16858
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Weaverthorpe R&R FROM FIRST ACCESS RIGHT INTO GRITS
Rural
FARM TO JUNC
4a RIGHT 6750
GREEN LANE
Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Weaverthorpe R&R FROM FIRST ACCESS RIGHT INTO GRITS
Rural
FARM TO JUNC
4a RIGHT 7875
GREEN LANE
Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Leavening R&R
FROM BUSK HILL ON RIGHT TO TRACKRural
LEFT FAIRFIELD
4a HOUSE 5625
Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Leavening R&R
FROM BUSK HILL ON RIGHT TO TRACKRural
LEFT FAIRFIELD
4a HOUSE 18000
Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Duggleby R&R
FROM JUNC WITH B1253 TO JUNC RIGHT
Rural
DUGGLEBY
4a
11250
Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Duggleby R&R
FROM JUNC WITH B1253 TO JUNC RIGHT
Rural
DUGGLEBY
4a
11250
Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Duggleby R&R
FROM JUNC WITH B1253 TO JUNC RIGHT
Rural
DUGGLEBY
4a
11250
Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural High Lane R&R
FROM TRACK LEFT NEARFIELD FARM TO
Rural
JUNC LEFT4aOXFIELD FARM
27000
Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Cooper Cross R&R FROM THE A170 ALONGSIDE CLEAVE DYKE
Rural TO TRACK
4a LEFT GARBUTT
21825 FARM
Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Tofting Lane R&R FROM JUNC RIGHT GRIMSTON TO BRIDGE
RuralOVER MILL
4a BECK
24000
Overlay
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM COUNTY BOUNDARY NR KIRBY GRANGE
Rural
TO BRIDLEWAY
4a
15886
ON RIGHTSurface
NR CROSSTRACKS
dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM BRIDLEWAY ON RIGHT TO TRACK
Rural
ON LEFT 4a
12508
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC RIGHT KIRBY GRINDALYTHE
Rural
TO JUNC CROSSTRACKS
4a
20904
WOLDS
Surface
WAY dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC CROSSTRACKS WOLDS WAY
RuralTO GRIMSTON
4a
HILL HOUSE
16069
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM GRIMSTON HILL HOUSE TO JUNC
Rural
WITH B12484a
NR OLD QUARRY
9015
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC LEFT C181 LANGTON TO JUNC
Rural LEFT FIRBY
4a
13866
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC LEFT FIRBY TO T JUNC Rural
4a
11291
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM BRIDLEWAY SIGN ON LEFT NEXT
Rural
TO TRACK TO
4b SLIGNSBY
12924
CARR CUT
Surface
(BECK
dressing
CROSSING)
Area 4 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM BECK CROSSING TO TRACK RIGHT
Rural
FLEET FARM
4b
8640
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC WITH B1248 TO TRACK LEFT
Rural
WESTFIELD
4bFARM
9192
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK LEFT WESTFIELD FARM Rural
TO CROSSROADS
4b RIGHT12768
SPARROW
Surface
HALL dressing
Area 4 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM CROSSROADS RIGHT SPARROW
Rural
HALL TO JUNC
4b WITH C349
12564
NR SETTRINGTON
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Urban Surface Dressing FROM TRACK LEFT NORTH OF WINTERINGHAM
Urban
TO MANOR
4a
HOUSE
14081
FARM Surface
ON RIGHT
dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM MONUMENT ON LEFT (GATE) TORural
JUNC RIGHT4a
C91 WELBURN
13823
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM BRIDGE OVER STREAM TO GATE
Rural
HOUSE
4a
13623
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK LEFT PARK FARM TO JUNC
Rural
RIGHT C172
4aCONEYSTHORPE
13180
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC RIGHT C172 CONEYSTHORPE
RuralTO RYE HILLS
4a
FARM 11834
ON LEFT Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM RYE HILLS FARM ON LEFT TO BRIDLEWAY
Rural
SIGN
4a ON LEFT16457
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC LEFT C180 NUNNINGTON TO
Rural
BRIDGE OVER
4a THE RIVER
14210
RICCAL
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM BRIDGE OVER THE RIVER RICCAL
Rural
TO JUNC LEFT
4a HAROME
13337
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK LEFT GREAT CARR FARM
Rural
TO JUNC WITH
4a THEME PARK
13022 ENTRANCE
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK ON RIGHT TO TRACK LEFT
Rural
BUTTERWICK
4b WHINS 13008
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing C90 SHERIFF HUTTON TO CARR LANE Rural
ON LEFT
4a
14009
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM CARR LANE ON LEFT TO TRACKRural
LEFT NR STREAM
4a
9817
Surface dressing
Area 4 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK LEFT NR STREAM TO JUNC
Rural
RIGHT THORNTON-LE-CLAY
4a
15924
Surface dressing
Area 5 Cat 4a Rural Eshton R&R
FROM TRACK LEFT BROCKABANK TO 2ND
RuralJUNC RIGHT
4a FLASBY18000
Overlay
Area 5 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC RIGHT IN ELSLACK (CHURCH
RuralLANE) TO 4b
JUNC WITH11361
A56 NR PUBLIC
SurfaceHOUSE
dressing
Area 5 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing RESTART FROM A56 JUNC NR PUB TO Rural
JUNC WITH A59
4b NR BROUGHTON
10868
FIELDS
SurfaceFARM
dressing
Area 5 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC WITH C248 AT GRANGE COTTAGE
Rural
ELSLACK
4b NE TO12146
FIRST ENTRANCE
Surface dressing
LEFT CHURCH
Area 5 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM SECOND SET OF GATES LEFT (CHURCHYARD)
Rural
4bTO JUNC WITH
15587A59 Surface dressing

C252
U3314
U2878
U2861
U2878
U2850
C259
C259
C259
U2326
U2838
U2853
U2854
U2916
C319
C329
U1474
C333
C333
C337
C337
C337
C337
U1721
U1722
U870
C1
C1
C101
C101
C101
C11
C147
C150
C150
C150
C150
C152
C179
C2
C2
C4
C4
C5
C5
C5
C5
C89
C89
C89
C89
C89
C96
C96
C96
C99
C99
C99
C99

MENWITH HILL ROAD
WEST LANE
WALTON HEAD LANE
MERRYBANK LANE
WALTON HEAD LANE
LONG LANE
HIGH MOOR ROAD
SHAW LANE
SHAW LANE
CURRER LANE
STAUPES ROAD
CRAG LANE
CHURCH HILL
SHORTSILL LANE
BLACKWOOD ROAD
HIRST ROAD
GREENGATE LANE
ROALL LANE
ROALL LANE
CHURCH DIKE LANE
BRIER LANE
BRIER LANE
BRIER LANE
CHURCH LANE
WHALES LANE
NEW LANE
GREAT SMEATON TO HORNBY
HORNBY ROAD
FELIXKIRK ROAD TO FELIXKIRK
FELIXKIRK ROAD TO FELIXKIRK
ROAD FROM THIRLBY TO BOLTBY MILL ROAD
WHITTAKER HILL TO THORNTON LE BEANS
DANBY WISKE TO STREETLAM
DEIGHTON LANE
APPLETON WISKE TO DEIGHTON
APPLETON WISKE TO DEIGHTON
APPLETON WISKE TO DEIGHTON
PICTON VILLAGE STREET
SESSAY TO LITTLE SESSAY
APPLETON WISKE TO WORSALL TOLL BAR
APPLETON WISKE TO WORSALL TOLL BAR
LEAD LANE
STATION ROAD
RACECOURSE LANE
SANDY BANK
SANDY BANK
SANDY BANK
ROAD FROM BAGBY TO BALK
BALK TO MOUNT PLEASANT FARM
OSGOODBY TO MOUNT PLEASANT FARM
KILBURN VILLAGE STREET
KILBURN VILLAGE STREET
COXWOLD TO HUSTHWAITE
COXWOLD TO HUSTHWAITE
COXWOLD TO HUSTHWAITE
DALTON LANE
DALTON LANE TO SANDHOLMES FARM TRACK
BUTT LANE
BUTT LANE

DARLEY
HAMPSTHWAITE
KIRKBY OVERBLOW
HUBY
KIRKBY OVERBLOW
KETTLESING
NORTH RIGTON
BECKWITHSHAW
BECKWITHSHAW
LANGBAR
HIGH BIRSTWITH
NORTH RIGTON
NORTH RIGTON
CONEYTHORPE
SKIPWITH
CARLTON
SOUTH DUFFIELD
KELLINGTON
KELLINGTON
DRAX
NEWLAND
NEWLAND
NEWLAND
KELLINGTON
KELLINGTON
BEAL
HORNBY
APPLETON WISKE
FELIXKIRK
FELIXKIRK
THIRLBY
THORNTON LE BEANS
STREETLAM
DEIGHTON
DEIGHTON
DEIGHTON
DEIGHTON
PICTON
SESSAY
APPLETON WISKE
APPLETON WISKE
BROMPTON
BROMPTON
NORTHALLERTON
NORTHALLERTON
NORTHALLERTON
NORTHALLERTON
BALK
BALK
OSGOODBY
KILBURN
KILBURN
CARLTON HUSTHWAITE
CARLTON HUSTHWAITE
CARLTON HUSTHWAITE
DALTON
DALTON
CARLTON HUSTHWAITE
CARLTON HUSTHWAITE

Area 6 Cat 3b Rural Menwith Hill Road R&R
FROM CROSSROADS SLACK HILL TO JUNC
Rural RIGHT KETTLESING
4b
76650
Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 6 Cat 4b Rural West Lane Hampsthwaite
From junc
R&Rwith the C263 Rowden Lane to Rural
junc with C2564b
Hollins Lane28000
Overlay
Area 6 Cat 4b Rural Walton Head Lane R&R
FROM TRACK RIGHT AFTER LOW SNAPE
Rural
FARM SE 4b
30500
Overlay/Patch
Area 6 Cat 4b Rural Merrybank Lane R&R
FROM JUNC LEFT CRAG LANE SOUTH Rural
4b
12000
Overlay
Area 6 Cat 4b Rural Walton Head Lane R&R
FROM JUNC WITH A61 SE TO TRACK RIGHT
Rural AFTER LOW
4b SNAPE13000
FARM
Overlay/Patch
Area 6 Cat 4b Rural Long Lane Kettlesing
FROM
R&R JUNC WITH A59 NORTH TO POND
Rural
HOUSE FARM
4b
69300
Overlay
Area 6 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM 2ND JUNC RIGHT BEESTONS LANE
Rural
TO CROSSROADS
4a
RIGHT
29025
BRACKENTHWAITE
Surface dressing
LANE
Area 6 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM CROSSROADS RIGHT BRACKENTHWAITE
Rural
LANE
4a TO TRACK
10992
RIGHT TATEFIELD
Surface dressing
HALL
Area 6 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK ON RIGHT TATEFIELD HALL
Rural
TO BECKWITHSHAW
4a
16434
Surface dressing
Area 6 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC LEFT WEST VIEW HOUSE Rural
TO JUNC RIGHT
4a AFTER HARDISTYS
17425
Surface
FARM dressing
Area 6 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC WITH COTE HILL RD OPP STAUPES
Rural
FARM
4b NE TO JUNC
9527LEFT SLEIGHTS
Surface dressing
LANE
Area 6 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC WITH MERRYBANK LANE SE
Rural
NE
4b
19301
Surface dressing
Area 6 Cat 4a Urban Surface Dressing FROM A658 NORTH TO JUNC WITH C259
Urban
OPP THE SQUARE
4a
& COMPASS
10327
Surface dressing
Area 6 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC RIGHT AT TIGER INN NORTH
Rural
TO FIRST JUNC
4a
RIGHT3132
CLARETON
Surface
HILL dressing
Area 7 Cat 4a Rural Blackwood Road R&R
FROM BRIDLEWAY ON LEFT TO SOUTHRural
OF SKIPWITH
4a
11250
Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 7 Cat 4a Rural Hirst Road R&R
FROM JUNC LEFT WEST BANK HOUSERural
TO NEW COATES
4a FARM ON
13500
RIGHT Edge Repair/Haunch
Area 7 Cat 4b Rural Greengate Lane R&R
FROM COPTHORNE CORNER HOUSE FARM
Rural ON LEFT4bNW TO JUNC
18000
WITH LOW
EdgeMOOR
Repair/Haunch
ROAD
Area 7 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM SCHOOL ENTRANCE ON RIGHT Rural
TO ROALL MANOR
4a
FARM 16083
ON LEFT Surface dressing
Area 7 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM ROALL MANOR FARM ON LEFT TO
Rural
JUNC WITH4a
A19.
9983
Surface dressing
Area 7 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC RIGHT C337 NEWLAND TORural
JUNC LEFT RUSHOLME
4a
10779
Surface dressing
Area 7 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC LEFT RUSHOLME TO JUNC
Rural
RIGHT NEW 4a
LANE
8026
Surface dressing
Area 7 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC RIGHT NEW LANE TO TRACK
Rural
LEFT QUARTERGATE
4a
LANE
7622
Surface dressing
Area 7 Cat 4a Rural Surface Dressing FROM TRACK LEFT QUARTERGATE LANE
Rural
TO T JUNC4aIN NEWLAND
6403
Surface dressing
Area 7 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC WITH WHALES LANE NW TO
Rural
JUNC WITH4bC333
5842
Surface dressing
Area 7 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC WITH A645 NE TO C334 Rural
4b
5793
Surface dressing
Area 7 Cat 4b Rural Surface Dressing FROM JUNC WITH C333 NORTH TO JUNC
Rural
WITH BEAL4b
LANE
8358
Surface dressing
FROM TRACK LEFT HOME FARM TO WEST
Rural OF HORNBY
4a
20250
Edge Repair/Haunch
APPLETON WISKE
Urban
4a
18450
Overlay/Patch
FROM JUNC WITH A170 TO MOOR HOUSE
Rural
ON RIGHT4a
24750
Edge Repair/Haunch
FROM FIELD TRACK ON RIGHT (BARN) Rural
TO LANE ON RIGHT
4a
MARDERBY
27000 HALL
Edge Repair/Haunch
FROM FOOTPATH SIGN ON LEFT TO FOOTPATH
Rural
SIGN
4aON LEFT 55500
Overlay
FROM JUNC WITH A168 TO WEST OF THORNTON
Rural
LE4aBEANS
24000
Overlay
FROM TRACK RIGHT MIDDLE FARM TORural
CROSSROADS
4a RIGHT C147
50400
YAFFORTH
Plane & Resurface SC
FROM JUNC RIGHT WELBURY (C148) TO
Rural
JUNC LEFT 4a
WITH C148 57037
IN DEIGHTON
Overlay
FROM JUNC LEFT WITH C148 IN DEIGHTON
Rural TO BRIDLEWAY
4a
SIGN
22680
ON RIGHT
Plane & Resurface SC
FROM JUNC LEFT WITH C148 IN DEIGHTON
Rural TO BRIDLEWAY
4a
SIGN
60000
ON RIGHT
Overlay
FROM BARN ON LEFT (FIELD GATE) TORural
JUNC WITH C2
4a
72000
Overlay
PICTON
Urban
4a
32400
Plane & Resurface SC
FROM JUNC RIGHT HUTTON SESSAY TO
Rural
EAST OF SESSAY
4a
89438
Plane & Resurface SC/BC
RESTART FROM JUNC WITH C1 TO TRACK
RuralLEFT GRANGE
4a
FARM18000
Plane & Resurface SC
FROM TRACK LEFT MANOR HOUSE TORural
JUNC RIGHT 4a
C152 PICTON
70920
Plane & Resurface SC
FROM JUNC WITH A684/LEAD LANE BROMPTON
Urban
TO CROSSROADS
4a
71280
NR THREE
PlaneHORSE
& Resurface
SHOES
SC
BROMPTON TO TRACK LEFT FIRTREE FARM
Rural
4a
150300
Plane & Resurface SC
FROM R/BOUT JUNC WITH A167 TO JUNC
Urban
WITH A1684a
THIRSK ROAD
56250
Plane & Resurface SC/BC
FROM JUNC LEFT BORROWBY AVENUE
Rural
TO FOOTPATH
4a ON LEFT61200
NR BLACK
Plane
HILL& Resurface SC
FROM JUNC LEFT BORROWBY AVENUE
Rural
TO FOOTPATH
4a ON LEFT64800
NR BLACK
Plane
HILL& Resurface SC
FROM JUNC LEFT BORROWBY AVENUE
Rural
TO FOOTPATH
4a ON LEFT72000
NR BLACK
Plane
HILL& Resurface SC
FROM JUNC RIGHT BAGBY TO BRIDGERural
OVER BECK AT
4a BALK
37500
Plane & Resurface SC/BC
FROM BRIDGE OVER BECK AT BALK TO
Rural
TRACK RIGHT
4a LOW OSGODBY
33750 GRANGE
Plane & Resurface SC/BC
FROM TRACK RIGHT LOW OSGODBY GRANGE
Rural
TO JUNC
4a LEFT SUTTON
82500
Plane & Resurface SC/BC
FROM T JUNC IN KILBURN TO TRACK RIGHT
Urban KILBURN
4aSEWAGE 18000
WORKS Plane & Resurface SC
FROM T JUNC IN KILBURN TO TRACK RIGHT
Urban KILBURN
4aSEWAGE 18000
WORKS Plane & Resurface SC
FROM T JUNC TO ACCESS RIGHT SUNLEY
RuralWOODS 4a
53250
Overlay
FROM TRAXCK RIGHT SUNLEY WOODSRural
TO TRACK RIGHT
4a
LOW PARKS
37316
Edge Repair/Haunch
FROM TRACK RIGHT LOW PARKS TO BRIDGE
Rural OVER 4a
ELPHIN BECK
21000
Overlay
FROM JUNC RIGHT ELDMIRE LANE TO Rural
BACK LANE LEFT
4a
18750
Plane & Resurface SC/BC
FROM BACK LANE LEFT TO SANDHOLMES
UrbanTRACK RIGHT
4a
9000
Edge Repair/Haunch
CARLTON HUSTHWAITE
Urban
4a
1350
Plane & Resurface SC/BC
CARLTON HUSTHWAITE
Urban
4a
11250
Edge Repair/Haunch

U2181
C251
C78
C172
C181
C181
C349
C356
C356
C356
U2275
C261
C261
U2468
U2489
C338
C338

DANBY LANE
HAY LANE
RUDDA ROAD
TERRINGTON TO CONEYSTHORPE ROAD
FOSTON TO WHITWELL HILL
RUFFIN LANE
BACK LANE
DUGGLEBY WOLD ROAD TO LOW ROAD
WEAVERTHORPE TO BUTTERWICK
FOXHOLES TO WOLD NEWTON
SKUFF ROAD
FOLLIFOOT LANE
FOLLIFOOT LANE
FOLDSHAW LANE TO HARPER LANE
BACK LANE
NEW ROAD
PEAR TREE AVENUE

DANBY WISKE
SCALBY
STAINTONDALE
TERRINGTON
WHITWELL ON THE HILL
EDDLETHORPE
SETTRINGTON
DUGGLEBY
WEAVERTHORPE
FOXHOLES
HARLINGTON
KIRKBY OVERBLOW
KIRKBY OVERBLOW
PADSIDE
FEWSTON
DRAX
DRAX

FROM JUNC WITH C147
Rural
4a
43500
Overlay
FROM TRACK LEFT HAY BROW TO JUNC
Urban
LEFT CHURCH
4a HILL 95220
Plane & Resurface SC
FROM TRACK LEFT MOORLAND HOUSE
Rural
TO JUNC WITH
4a C77 NR RUDDA
56250 FARM
Plane & Resurface SC/BC
FROM JUNC LEFT C172 CASTLE HOWARD
RuralTO PUMP 4a
HOUSE ON148200
RIGHT (GATE)
Overlay
FROM JUNC TRACK LEFT FOSTON GRANGE
Rural TO CROSSROADS
4a
JUNC
56250WITHEdge
C61 Repair/Haunch
FROM TRACK RIGHT MANOR FARM TORural
JUNC WITH C177
4a
119400
Overlay
FROM JUNC RIGHT WITH HORSE COURSE
UrbanLANE TO 4a
T JUNC NR 75000
SCHOOL Overlay
FROM JUNC RIGHT DUGGLEBY TO JUNC
Rural
RIGHT LOW4aMOWTHORPE
25666
Edge Repair/Haunch
FROM TRACK RIGHT SPANIEL FARM TO
Rural
CROSSROADS
4a LEFT IN 63000
BUTTERWICK
Edge(C72)
Repair/Haunch
RESTART FROM JUNC WITH B1249 TO Rural
STREAM ON RIGHT
4a
49405
Edge Repair/Haunch
FROM JUNC WITH HARLINGTON RAIKES
Rural
NW TO JUNC
4a RIGHT RANELANDS
27000
Overlay
FARM
RESTART FROM JUNC WITH A658 TO TRACK
Rural LEFT HIGH
4a SNAPE 82913
FARM
Edge Repair/Haunch
FROM TRACK RIGHT HIGH SNAPE FARM
Rural
TO T JUNC 4a
NR STAR AND
26378
GARTER
Edge
PH Repair/Haunch
RESTART FROM JUNC LEFT HARPER LANE
Rural NW TO JUNC
4a LEFT YATES
94510 HOUSE
Overlay
FROM JUNC RIGHT NR CHAPEL FEWSTON
RuralTO CROSSROADS
4a
BEFORE
66000 WYDRA
Overlay
HOUSE FARM.
FROM JUNC RIGHT BAXTER HALL TO TRACK
Rural LEFT DRAX
4a ABBEY63750
FARM
Plane & Resurface SC/BC
FROM TRACK LEFT DRAX ABBEY FARMRural
TO T JUNC NR
4a NEW LODGE
81000
Overlay
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MAPS OF CATEGORY 4 NETWORK

Category 4 Road Maintenance: Full Business Case : NEA6133-1/1
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Appendix G

MONITORING & EVALUATION REPORT

Category 4 Road Maintenance: Full Business Case : NEA6133-1/1

1

Monitoring & Evaluation Plan
INTRODUCTION

1.1

This document sets out the Monitoring & Evaluation Plan for the North Yorkshire County Council
Category 4 Road Maintenance Major Scheme. The plan has been prepared in line with the Monitoring &
Evaluation Framework for Local Authority Major Schemes (Department for Transport 2012). The
Monitoring & Evaluation Plan aims to be proportionate to the cost, complexity and likely impact of the
scheme.

1.2

The Monitoring & Evaluation Plan aims to provide a framework that assesses if the outcomes of the
planned programme have delivered the original objectives of the programme set out in the Strategic
Case chapter of the main business case document.

1.3

The approach taken to the Monitoring and Evaluation framework reflects the nature of the programme
and their outcomes which unlike many major schemes will be spread over a comparatively large area.
This limits the scope for individual site specific monitoring.

SCHEME OBJECTIVES
1.4

Before setting out the approach to monitoring and evaluation it is important to understand what the main
objectives of the programme of schemes are. The strategic case identified the need to provide
investment in road maintenance to prevent further erosion in the quality of the road network in North
Yorkshire, to ensure the efficient management of the road network, but also to support the growth of the
economy across the area.

1.5

More specifically the following objectives were identified:



To address the current maintenance backlog on Category 4 roads to, as a minimum, prevent
further increases in the proportion of roads requiring attention.



To improve journey reliability and reduce the need for adhoc maintenance on Category 4 roads.



To reduce the number of incidents of damage to vehicles on poorly maintained Category 4 roads
9including those resulting in claims against the Council)



To ensure that investment in maintenance on Category 4 roads supports the aims of local
businesses.

APPROACH TO MONITORING & EVALUATION
1.6

The approach to monitoring and evaluation will have two main components, one to reflect the delivery of
individual schemes, the other to identify if the strategic objectives of the programme are being met. The
first of these will be addressed through North Yorkshire County Council’s (NYCC) own project
management systems whilst the second will be addressed through a number of programme specific
indicators.

Use of the Project Management System
1.7

The use of the existing project management system will be focussed on issues relating to the delivery of
individual schemes to ensure that any issues which arise can be recorded and used to improve delivery
in the future. The project management system for the schemes will focus on the following areas:



Assessment of whether the project brief has been met;
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Whether the project has been completed within approved budgets and timescales;



Any health and safety issues encountered; and



A post project assessment which identifies any lessons learned or good practice which could be
rolled out to other projects.

1.8

The advantage of the programme being composed of a series of mini schemes delivered over 4 to 5
year period means that within the programme it will be possible to deliver continuous improvement
based on the outcome of earlier schemes within the programme. In itself the delivery of the earliest
schemes will in turn be based on experience that NYCC already has of delivering both major schemes
and routine maintenance schemes.

1.9

Based on the outcomes of the individual schemes it will be possible to develop an overall assessment of
the programme to understand if the overall project brief was delivered and to understand more broadly if
any improvements could be made if similar projects were to be carried out in the future.

Programme Specific Indicators
1.10

To try and identify if the overall programme of works is meeting the strategic objectives outlined above a
number of indicators have been developed that will try and identify the scale of any impact on the roads
being maintained by this funding.

1.11

The list below sets out the five indicators which have been identified:

1.12



The proportion of Category 4a and 4b roads considered to be in a very good condition.



Annual spend on reactive maintenance on Category 4a and 4b roads.



The annual number of potholes reported on the Category 4 road network via the ‘report pothole’
facility.



Annual vehicle damage claims from Category 4 roads.



Positive feedback from the local business community in the areas targeted derived from surveys
and consultation events.

More detail on these five indicators is provided in the sections below, including details on developing a
baseline from which to assess the scheme.

INDICATOR 1: CATEGORY 4 ROADS IN VERY GOOD CONDITION
1.13

A key input to the modelling work that underpins the business case for greater investment in Category
4a and 4b maintenance, is the existing condition of the network. Information on the quality of the
network is used by NYCC Highway Maintenance engineers to make judgements about the development
of maintenance programmes each year.

1.14

As such it will be readily possible for NYCC to monitor the condition of the Category 4a and 4b network
as the programme is implemented. It will be possible to compare the actual percentage of roads that are
in good and very good condition with the forecast produced as part of the Highway Maintenance
Appraisal Tool (HMAT) model. In individual years it is possible that there will be some variation between
the forecast and actual results, and it should be noted that in certain circumstances the actual results
may not be as good as the forecast results, for example if there are bad winters which cause road
surfaces to deteriorate significantly.

1.15

NYCC will use information taken from SCANNER Surveys to estimate the change in the quality of the
network.
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INDICATOR 2: REACTIVE MAINTENANCE SPEND
1.16

Over the course of the programme the level of reactive maintenance on Category 4a and 4b roads
should decline as the overall quality of the network improves. Using baseline data and an understanding
of the correlation between reactive maintenance and the proportion of roads in a particular condition for
example poor or very poor it will be possible to forecast reductions in reactive maintenance over time.
For example if 50% of reactive maintenance is on roads that are in a very poor condition then if the
percentage of roads in very poor condition fell from 4% to 2% then overall reactive maintenance spend
would reduce by 25%.

1.17

Forecast levels of change in reactive maintenance spend will be developed as part of the baseline
assessment at the beginning of the programme, based around the forecast change in the quality of
Category 4 Roads developed as part of the HMAT work.

INDICATOR 3: POTHOLES REPORTED
1.18

Like many local authorities NYCC has an online pothole reporting facility to allow road users to report
individual potholes which have developed. Whilst this facility is likely to only pick up the most significant
potholes and those which are impacted by the most vehicles it is a useful indicator of the public
perception of road maintenance as an issue.

1.19

It will be expected that the number of potholes reported will decline as the quality of road surfaces is
improved. The decline in the number of potholes should reflect the increase in roads in the very good
and good categories and reduction in the poor and very poor categories.

1.20

It is likely that although the decline in complaints will follow similar pattern to the improvement in quality.
It will to some degree reflect the usage of particular roads, as for example potholes in an urban area on
a section of road used regularly by local residents might be expected to receive more complaints than
an isolated pothole on a rural section of road where the number of regular users is lower.

INDICATOR 4: VEHICLE DAMAGE CLAIMS
1.21

NYCC receives claims for damage to vehicles as a result of the condition of the road network. As with
indicator 2 it should be possible to use data to allocate vehicle claims to a particular road type and road
condition from which it should be possible to forecast the level of decline in claims based on forecast
road condition. It will then be possible to compare forecasts with actual results to understand the
benefits of the programme of works.

INDICATOR 5: POSITIVE FEEDBACK
1.22

As part of ongoing stakeholder engagement processes with both residents and the business community
it will be possible to derive a qualitative understanding of the improvement made to the Category 4 road
network. This could take the form of a reduction in negative feedback or could be positive feedback on
improvements. Such information would be recorded as part of the monitoring and evaluation plan.

DEVELOPING A BASELINE
1.23

As presently planned the programme of works will begin in the 2016-17 financial year. Although the
programme is phased over a number of years the benefits of the scheme will begin to be felt during the
financial year 2016-17. It is therefore possible to define the baseline year against which outcomes can
be compared as 2015-16. Therefore at the end of the 2015-16 financial year it will be necessary to
complete an exercise to provide the quantified baseline for four of the five indicators above. Clearly it will
not be possible to define a baseline for positive feedback from the local business community.
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1.24

The development of the baseline will also include the development of specific forecasts based around
the HMAT outputs for a number of the indicators against which outcomes can be compared and
contrasted.

THE PERIOD OF MONITORING & EVALUATION
1.25

The programme of works is planned to run from 2016-17 to 2020-21. It will be possible to undertake
monitoring and evaluation throughout this period to record the impact of the scheme. At this point it will
be likely that any changes in the quality of the network will be directly attributable to the programme of
investment.

1.26

After the completion of the works it is suggested that monitoring and evaluation is continued in the first
year after completion and three years after. Department for Transport guidance states that evaluation
should usually continue for five years after scheme completion. The reason for the comparatively short
monitoring period suggested here reflects a number of issues that impact on this scheme that are not
typical of other major schemes. These include:

1.27



The impact of ongoing maintenance budgets after 2020-21 on the upkeep of the network



The impact of physical issues that will impact on the deterioration of the network such as the
weather



The relatively limited (sub 10 year) lifespan of certain treatments used which, if delivered early in
the programme would be approaching life expiry three to five years after the completion of the
programme (on the more heavily used sections of road).

It can therefore be seen that after the completion of the programme it will become more complex to
attribute outcomes to the results of the investment programme. This is not to say that benefits will not be
in place, for example long term reductions in reactive maintenance, but the number of additional factors
that will be in play will make attribution a complex task.

REPORTING
1.28

1.29

Over the course of the programme a series of reports will be produced for the project management
team. The report produced will be as follows:



Baseline report produced at the beginning of 2016-17 using 2015-16 Baseline data



Annual summary report during the delivery phase



Programme Completion Report – Report summarising outcomes on completion of the
implementation phase



First post completion report – Summary report one year after completion looking at the continuing
impact of the programme



Final post completion report – Summary report three years after completion looking at the
continuing impact of the programme

Details of the contents of these reports are set out below:

Baseline Report
1.30

The Baseline Report will set out the condition of the network at end of the 2015-16 financial year, and
also present the forecast for improvement, and the forecast impacts on the various indicators over the
course of the programme. It will also provide details on the forecast spend for the programme and
present an indicative programme of works for the first 12 months.
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Annual Summary Report
1.31

The Annual Summary Reports will as the programme progresses track the forecast and actual outcomes
of the programme along with the impact on the indicators. It will also present the completed outputs of
the Quality Management System for the previous year.

1.32

Any changes to the programme or exceptional issues that might have an impact on the outcomes of the
programme will also be reported, along with the indicative programme for the forthcoming year.

Programme Completion Report
1.33

This report will provide a summary of the progress in the final year of the programme and will provide an
overall Summary of progress since the beginning of the programme. At this stage it may be appropriate
to rerun the HMAT software with the most up to date information on condition to inform the post
completion monitoring. This will allow any changes to the programme that have taken place to be taken
into account rather than relying on information being prepared in 2015 which might be superseded for a
range of reasons by 2020.

Post Completion Reports
1.34

The two post completion reports will report on the ongoing condition of the network, and identify if the
programme is continuing to deliver the forecast benefits. It will also report on any exceptional issues that
might impact on condition along with the budget for road maintenance over the period which will have an
impact on the condition of the network.

Dissemination Plan
1.35

The four types of report will be disseminated to the NYCC Project Team, the Department for Transport
and the York, North Yorkshire and East Riding LEP. Whilst the Programme Completion and Post
Completion reports will be important in providing a long term evaluation of a programme of this type, the
Annual Summary Report will provide a useful guide and learning points for the project team as the
programme proceeds.

FUNDING ARRANGEMENTS
1.36

The monitoring and evaluation plan will be funded by North Yorkshire County Council.

SUMMARY
1.37

This appendix has set the proposed approach to be taken to Monitoring and Evaluation looking at the
range of indicators to be used, the baseline against which outcomes will be compared and the time
period for assessment as well as the reporting procedures.
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Appendix H

DISTRIBUTIONAL IMPACT SCREENING PROFORMA

Category 4 Road Maintenance: Full Business Case : NEA6133-1/1

Distributional Impact Appraisal Screening Proforma: North Yorkshire Road Maintenance Business Case
Scheme description: Scheme tragets additional funding on improving the maintenance of Category 4a & 4b roads in North Yorkshire
which connect villages with their local service centres. This will contribute to mitigating a signifincant backlog of maintenance
across the authority area, and will avoid a continuing decline in the quality of road surfaces.

Indicator

User benefits

Noise

Air quality

Accidents
Security

Severance

Accessibility

Affordability

(a) Appraisal output criteria

(b) Potential impact
(yes / no,
positive/negative if
known)

The TUBA user benefit analysis software or an
Yes - Positive Impact
equivalent process has been used in the appraisal;
and/or the value of user benefits Transport
Economic Efficiency (TEE) table is non-zero.
Any change in alignment of transport corridor or
No Impact
any links with significant changes ( >25% or <20%) in vehicle flow, speed or %HDV content. Also
note
comment
TAG Unit
Any change
in in
alignment
ofA3.
transport corridor or
No impact - scheme does not
any links with significant changes in vehicle flow,
impact flows on routes, or have
speed or %HDV content:
signifincant impact on speeds
• Change in 24 hour AADT of 1000 vehicles or
more
• Change in 24 hour AADT of HDV of 200 HDV
vehicles or more
• Change in daily average speed of 10kph or more
• Change in peak hour speed of 20kph or more
• Change in road alignment of 5m or more
Any change in alignment of transport corridor (or
Yes - small positive impact
road layout) that may have positive or negative
safety impacts, or any links with significant
changes in vehicle flow, speed, %HGV content or
any significant change (>10%) in the number of
pedestrians, cyclists or motorcyclists using road
network.
Any change in public transport waiting/interchange Neutral
facilities including pedestrian access expected to
affect user perceptions of personal security.
Neutral
Introduction or removal of barriers to pedestrian
movement, either through changes to road crossing
provision, or through introduction of new public
transport or road corridors. Any areas with
significant changes (>10%) in vehicle flow, speed,
%HGV content.
Changes in routings or timings of current public
Neutral
transport services, any changes to public transport
provision, including routing, frequencies, waiting
facilities (bus stops / rail stations) and rolling stock,
or any indirect impacts on accessibility to services
(e.g. demolition & re-location of a school).
In cases where the following charges would occur;
Neutral
Parking charges (including where changes in the
allocation of free or reduced fee spaces may
occur); Car fuel and non-fuel operating costs
(where, for example, rerouting or changes in
journey speeds and congestion occur resulting in
changes in costs); Road user charges (including
discounts and exemptions for different groups of
travellers); Public transport fare changes (where,
for example premium fares are set on new or
existing modes or where multi-modal discounted
travel tickets become available due to new ticketing
technologies); or Public transport concession
availability (where, for example concession
arrangements vary as a result of a move in service
provision from bus to light rail or heavy rail, where
such concession entitlement is not maintained by

(c) Qualitative
Comments

(d) Proceed to Step 2

Benefits distributed across
Not applicable - benefits to be
Category 4 network to all road spread across North Yorkshire
users
Scheme does not change
traffic flows

Not applicable

Scheme sets out to maintain or
imporve the quality of road
surfaces to maintain routes in
suitable condition over the long
run. The secheme has no
discernable impact on volume
of trips or speeds

Scheme may have a small
Not applicable - minor impact
impact on safety as treatments distributed over very wide area
will reduce skidding - however
this impact has not been
assessed in detail
Scheme has no impact on this
attribute

Not applicable

Scheme has no impact on this
attribute

Not applicable

Scheme has no impact on this
attribute

Not applicable

Scheme has no impact on this
attribute

Not applicable
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Appendix I

BENEFITS REALISATION PLAN

Category 4 Road Maintenance: Full Business Case : NEA6133-1/1

Benefit Realisation Plan
Project Name: ‘Category 4’ Road Maintenance
Purpose: The Benefit Realisation Plan is used to define how benefits will be delivered and when a measurement of the achievements of the project’s benefits can be made
The benefits realisation plan relates to the project outcomes and assumes all outputs will be delivered in line with the agreed project approach.
Objectives mapping to benefits

Project objectives contributing
to Present Value of Benefits

What are benefits to be
realised and measured

Benefit ownership

The scope of the
benefits
realisation
plan covering what
benefits are to be
achieved
and
measured

To
address
the
current Improved quality
maintenance
backlog
on the network
Category 4 roads to, as a
minimum,
prevent
further
increases in the proportion of
roads requiring attention
To improve journey reliability Reduction
and reduce the need for ad unplanned
hoc maintenance on Category maintenance
4 roads.

of

To reduce the number of Wear and tear
claims made to the council for vehicles
will
damage to vehicles on poorly reduced
maintained Category 4 roads.

Link to Monitoring and Evaluation Plan
How to measure the expected
benefits

Who will measure and
report the benefits

Who is accountable What activities are required As included in calculation of
for the delivery of above and beyond the core Present Value of Benefits
the
expected deliverables
benefit

How to measure When they can
achievement
of be measured
expected benefits

Who is responsible for What
Baseline
measuring
and resources are measures
reporting the benefits
needed
to from
which
carry out the improvements
review
will
be
calculated

NYCC
Highway
Maintenance
Engineers

Condition
carriageway
surveys (% in
need of
maintenance)

in NYCC
Highway
reactive Maintenance
Engineers

Reduced journey time
on treated roads

What factors need to be Expected level of benefits
controlled to ensure the benefits
be realised in the short and long
term?

NYCC
Highway
Maintenance
Engineers

on NYCC
Highway
be Maintenance
Engineers

Ensure
wider
road Estimated improved surface
maintenance
programme condition
continues to be delivered

Ensure
wider
road Estimated
maintenance
programme unplanned
continues to be delivered
maintenance
Ensure general transport
policies are developed so as
to mitigate congestion and
encourage travel behaviours
that result in lower traffic
volumes and congestion.
Ensure new pinch points and
interventions causing delay
on treated routes do not
increase congestion.

of

reduction
in Annual spend on
reactive reactive
maintenance

Estimated reduction in journey
times on treated roads

Ensure
wider
road Estimated
reduction
in
maintenance
programme maintenance costs for users
continues to be delivered

2016/17
2020/21

–

NYCC
Highway
Maintenance Engineers

Resource
requirements

CVI
Survey

Baseline
measurement
2015

Whole of Cat 4
Network – 22%
LGF ‘in scope’
Cat 4 network
- 22%

2016/17
2020/21

–

NYCC
Highway
Maintenance Engineers

Annual
reactive
maintenance
spend

*1
2015/16
baseline
available April
2016

Journey
time The scale, cost and complexity of data collection required to monitor this
surveys on A road element of the Benefit Realisation Plan is considered to be disproportionate to
network.
the likely impact of the scheme.

Annual
vehicle
damage claims

2016/17
2020/21

–

NYCC
Highway
Maintenance Engineers

Annual claims 231
for damage to
vehicles on the
*2
whole NYCC
road network

*1 – Based on the 2014 and 2015 surveys of 50% of the network each year
*2 – Recorded claims cannot be segmented by road category. Figure represents total number of claims. Typically approximately 70% – 80% are successfully defended on the basis of NYCC not being liable for the damage.
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MODELLING NOTE

Category 4 Road Maintenance: Full Business Case : NEA6133-1/1

1

NYCC HMAT Modelling Summary Note
INTRODUCTION

1.1

This notes sets out the approach taken to using the Highways Maintenance Appraisal Tool (HMAT)
model for the assessment of increased spending on maintenance on the Category 4 Road Network in
North Yorkshire. Each section of this note relates to the inputs and assumptions that have been used for
each of the input tabs in the HMAT spreadsheet model.

1.2

As described the inputs relate to the central case which in this case was over a 30 year appraisal period.

STANDARD INPUTS
Base Analysis
1.3

The inputs to the base analysis section of the standard inputs were as follows:



Start Year of Analysis: 2015



Analysis Period: 30 years.

Road Types
1.4

Only two road types were selected “Category 4a” and “Category 4b”. Both categories were defined as
“Unclassified Road Rural” in the road type lookup. An average scheme length of 0.67km was selected
for Category 4a roads, and 0.71km for Category 4b roads. This was based on previous average scheme
lengths within North Yorkshire for these road types.

Condition Bands
1.5

The default setting of five condition bands ranging from very good to very poor has been used.

Treatment Types
1.6

Two treatment types were used in the model. The titles vary slightly from the default settings within
HMAT. The table presents the treatment types, the code allocated to them and the resulting level of
emissions per square metre of coverage. It should be noted that a third option of deep inlay and appears
in the model, but in practise no spend was allocated to this treatment.
Table 1 Definition of Treatment Types

Treatment Type

Code

Kg CO2/m2

Surface Dressing

SUR

0.90

Structural Overlay

RES

6.29
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ACTIVITY ALLOCATION
Activity Types
1.7

1.8

Three activity types were identified for the assessment as follows:



Reconstruction (capital)



Structural (capital)



Structural (revenue)

The condition analysis associated with all of these activities was assessed as “carriageway”. This
reflected the fact that all works were aimed at a general improvement in the condition of the
carriageway. Whilst it is possible that some of the treatments may contribute to reducing skid issues this
is not an explicit aim of the work. By not including skid issues it should be noted that this reduces the
potential benefits of the programme as no safety benefits can be included.

Budget Envelopes
1.9

The budget envelopes have been set as follows, based around potential budget options.:



Lower: £2,299,350



Middle: £4,629,267



Upper: £6,976,101

Budget Percentages and Maintenance Drivers
1.10

The budget percentages split by Activity Type and Activity allocations have not been specified in detail
as they are understood to impact the maintenance driver’s distribution in the final summary, as well as
accident impacts through skid and lighting changes. In this assessment safety impacts are not being
explicitly examined. Default values have therefore been used, and budget allocations dealt with the
through the Treatment Type Budget table.
Table 2 Allocation of Budget Percentage by Budget Envelope and Activity Type

Activity Type

1.11

Lower Envelope

Middle Envelope

Upper Envelope

Reconstruction (capital)

32%

31%

33%

Structural (capital)

14%

48%

50%

Structural (revenue)

54%

21%

17%

The maintenance drivers for the scheme are the same across all budget envelopes and have used the
default values, as follows:
Table 3 Maintenance Driver by Activity Type

Activity Type

Safety

Accessibility

Condition

Reliability

Customer
Service

Environment

Reconstruction
(capital)

20%

10%

0%

40%

30%

0%

Structural (capital)

15%

0%

0%

0%

10%

10%

Structural (revenue)

15%

0%

65%

0%

10%

10%
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Budget Percentage for Road Type
1.12

The budget percentages for road types remain constant across all budget envelopes, with 60% of the
budget spent on Category 4a roads and 40% on Category 4b roads. The rationale for this split reflects
both the condition of the network and the proportion of the total network length in each category.

Treatment Type Budget
1.13

The treatment type budget allocates spend to treatment type. Due to the backlog of work that exists on
the Category 4 network and the desire to maximise overall benefits, the split between treatment types
remains constant across the budget envelopes.
Table 4 Budget Percentage by Treatment Type

Lower
Envelope

Middle Envelope

Upper Envelope

Surface Treatment

80%

80%

80%

Structural Overlay

20%

20%

20%

Activity Type

ACTIVITY BUDGETS
1.14

The main input to the activity budget sheet is the annual budget allocation. Other tables within this tab
are populated based on inputs described below. The budgets that have been input to the model are
based on figures presented in the Financial Case. The programme is relatively unusual compared to
more typical major schemes, with a fixed budget being allocated across a number of years. The
proposed programme runs from 2016 to 2020 within the model. In all other years a do minimum level of
spend is assumed which is based on the budget allocated to the maintenance of Category 4 roads
within North Yorkshire. This budget is forecast to decline over the programme period and this is
incorporated into the projections. It has been assumed that the new do minimum level of spend will
remain constant after the programme is completed.

1.15

The table below presents the maintenance budgets input to the model for the do minimum and do
something scenarios.
Table 5 Budget per annum (£k)

Scenario

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021
onwards

Do Minimum

7,393

1,007

979

892

892

892

892

Do
Something

7,393

7,307

7,279

7,192

6,292

5,392

892

HOMOGENOUS ASSET GROUPS
1.16

The data used in the Homogenous Asset Groups has used local information from NYCC’s existing
maintenance systems. Length data is based on the portion of the Category 4 network deemed to be the
Strategic Objectives of the programme, whilst width data is based on the average width of rural Category
4 roads in the authority area. The table below presents this information.
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Table 6 Length and Width Dimensions

Road Type

Length (m)

Average Width (m)

Category 4a

759,029

5.10

Category 4b

612,841

3.80

1.17

The data on the initial condition has been based on the latest available data when the modelling work
commenced which covered the network at the end of the financial year 2014-15.

1.18

The council undertakes Coarse Visual Inspections (CVI) of the Category 4 road network. From this a
Carriageway Condition Index was produced, using the 2014-15 CVI data. From this data has been
divided into five bands in accordance with guidance given in the “HMEP Lifecycle Planning Toolkit
including Default Carriageway Deterioration Model”, shown in the Table below.
Table 7 CCI Condition Bands by Road Hierarchy

1.19

Using the information obtained from the process above the initial condition bands were input as follows.
Table 8 Initial Condition Band

Road Type

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

Category 4a

31%

3%

36%

27%

2%

Category 4b

34%

5%

36%

22%

3%

TRANSITION MATRICES
1.20

The default settings used in HMEP have been used for this assessment.

TREATMENT EFFECTS & COSTS
1.21

The effect of treatments has been defined by NYCC based on a previous HMEP model used within
North Yorkshire. They therefore reflect the experience of the effect of different treatments on roads of
this type in North Yorkshire.

1.22

The table below presents the projected treatment types for the different roads.
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Table 9 Effect of Treatment on Roads in a Given Initial Condition

1.23

Treatment

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

Surface
Treatment

Very Good

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Structural
Overlay

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Good

Good

The tables below presents the estimated cost for each treatment type and initial condition. Due to the
similarities between the two types of road the estimated costs are the same for both Category 4a and
Category 4b roads. Treatment costs are based on current local rates and are having been taken from an
earlier HMEP model developed for NYCC. These have had a 2.71% inflationary rate applied to update
the costs, and these were reviewed by NYCC engineers.
Table 10 Estimated Treatment Costs (£ m2)

Treatment

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

Surface
Treatment

13.1

13.1

13.1

13.1

13.1

Structural
Overlay

29.79

29.79

29.79

29.79

29.79

TREATMENT STRATEGIES
1.24

Differing treatment strategies are defined for the do minimum and do something situations. These are
broken down into sub strategies covering the two road types and with different proportions of roads
treated depending on their condition. This gives a high level of granularity to the strategy. The strategies
have been based on information on the network lifecycle plan based on NYCC’s Capital Life Cycles
works allocation for 2016-17.

1.25

The key differences between the strategies is the ability with enhanced funding to move from carrying
out the minimum work required to keep the network in an acceptable condition to addressing the
maintenance backlog and bringing investment that brings longer term benefits which in turn will reduce
the need for future spend. The tables below present the treatment strategies. It will be noted that there
are a number of steps in the process to optimise the improvements with an iterative process to spread
spend across different condition groups.
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Table 11 Treatment Strategies: Do Minimum

Treatment

Step

Condition Band

Do Minimum % Treated
Category 4a

Category 4b

1

Fair

7

7

2

Poor

3

3

3

Very Poor

32

26

4

Good

16

12

5

Very Good

1

0

6

Fair

6

6

7

Poor

2

3

8

Very Poor

32

26

9

Good

16

13

10

Very Good

0

1

11

Poor

1

1

12

Very Poor

15

6

13

Fair

0

1

14

Good

0

1

15

Very Good

0

0

16

Poor

0

1

17

Very Poor

15

6

18

Fair

0

0

19

Good

1

1

20

Very Good

0

0

Surface Treatment

Structural Overlay
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Table 12 Treatment Strategies: Do Something

Treatment

Surface Treatment

Structural Overlay

Step

Condition Band

1

Do Something % Treated
Category 4a

Category 4b

Fair

7

7

2

Poor

3

3

3

Very Poor

32

26

4

Good

16

12

5

Very Good

1

0

6

Fair

6

6

7

Poor

2

3

8

Very Poor

32

26

9

Good

16

13

10

Very Good

0

1

11

Fair

50

60

12

Poor

50

70

13

Very Poor

0

0

14

Good

0

0

15

Very Good

0

0

16

Very Poor

15

6

17

Poor

1

1

18

Fair

0

1

19

Good

0

1

20

Very Good

0

0

21

Very Poor

15

6

22

Poor

0

1

23

Fair

0

0

24

Good

1

1

25

Very Good

0

0

26

Very Poor

0

0

27

Poor

0

0

28

Fair

0

0

29

Good

0

0

30

Very Good

0

0

BUDGETS
1.26

Whilst the total available budget to spend on the programme has been derived via the Financial Case,
the decision about the split of budgets between treatment types have been based on NYCC’s
knowledge of its assets and usage of the HMEP tool.

1.27

The identified budgets are presented in the table below. Due to both changes in the do minimum level of
spend across the programme period and also changes in the profile of scheme spend in the later years
of the programme the budget varies by year, as presented in the table.
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Table 13 Budget Allocations

Name

Treatment

Do Min Budget (£
000)

Do Something
Budget (£ 000)

Surface Treatment

3,492

3,480

Structural Overlay

891

895

Surface Treatment

476

3,440

Structural Overlay

121

884

Surface Treatment

462

3,426

Structural Overlay

118

881

Surface Treatment

421

3,385

Structural Overlay

108

871

Surface Treatment

421

2,962

Structural Overlay

108

762

Surface Treatment

421

2,538

Structural Overlay

108

653

Surface Treatment

421

421

Structural Overlay

108

108

Surface Treatment

2,408

2,415

2015

2016

2017

Category 4a

2018

2019

2020

2021 onwards

2015
Structural Overlay

602

602

Surface Treatment

476

2,388

Structural Overlay

121

595

Surface Treatment

319

2,378

Structural Overlay

80

593

Surface Treatment

291

2,350

Structural Overlay

73

586

Surface Treatment

291

2,056

Structural Overlay

73

513

Surface Treatment

291

1,792

Structural Overlay

73

439

Surface Treatment

291

291

Structural Overlay

73

73

2016

2017

Category 4b

2018

2019

2020

2021 onwards

PERFORMANCE TARGETS
1.28

Performance targets have not been used in this analysis.

TRAFFIC
1.29

An important assumption relating to the benefits of the investment relates to the level of traffic forecast to
use the effected road network. Within the context of a programme that seeks to improve the quality of
rural roads across a large county, estimating traffic levels is a complex task. This is particularly the case
for assessing the number of trips using Category 4 roads in a rural area, as traffic count data tends to be
focussed on the busier Category 2 and 3 roads. Across North Yorkshire, there are only 30 automatic
traffic counters located on Category 4 rural roads (19 on Category 4a roads and 11 on Category 4b
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roads), covering only a very small proportion of the network. Six of these counters were discounted from
the process where fewer than 200 vehicles per day (category 4a roads) or 100 vehicles per day
(Category 4b roads) were found to be passing through these locations. A further category 4b counter
was discounted that was found to link to only a small number of houses at the end of a village. It was
considered that these locations were not representative of the identified network of routes, linking to
villages to service centres, that was linked to the strategic justification for the intervention.
1.30

The total number of vehicle kilometres across the whole Category 4 network was estimated using the
following process:
i.
Sum the Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADF) for car trips for counter locations in each road
category
ii.

Divide the sum by the number of counters to obtain an average AADF for the category

iii.

Factor by 365 to obtain an annual average flow figure

iv.
Multiply by the total length of roads in that category to produce an estimate of annual vehicle
kilometres for all categories
v.

Factor down to length of network impacted by LEP scheme

vi.

Repeat for other vehicle types

1.31

The result of this process may represent an underestimate of the number of trips using the network,
even allowing for the removal of the locations that had a very small number of trips. This is because the
a number of the remaining counter locations contained relatively low numbers of trips and were located
off the identified network. It was, however, considered prudent to include as many counters as possible,
given the small number of counters for a relatively large network covering a very large area.

1.32

The figure below presents the location of the ATC counters included in the traffic estimate, whilst the
table presents the estimated total vehicle kilometres on Category 4a and 4b roads.
Figure 1 Category 4 Road ATC Counters in North Yorkshire
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Table 14 Traffic on Category 4 Roads (000 Vehicle km) on the identified network to be improved

1.33

Category

Car

Motorcycle

LGV

HGV

Bus

4a

223,805

4,079

32,549

9,008

2,871

4b

163,215

1,151

18,199

3,007

896

Total

387,020

6,779

50,748

12,015

3,767

The figures above were calculated for 2014. To uplift the traffic counts to future levels, the English
Regional Traffic Forecasts were used, using the ‘Yorkshire & Humber Rural’ area type.

TREATMENT IMPACTS
Carbon Cost
1.34

The default setting of “Central” was used in this assessment

Closure Split and Output Rates
1.35

Programme specific closure splits were identified based on NYCC’s preferred approach to delivering the
scheme. The table below summarises these results.
Table 15 Maintenance Closure Split

1.36

Road Type

24 hour Closure

Off Peak Closure

Night Closures

Category 4a

50%

50%

0

Category 4b

50%

50%

0

The output rates for the programme are based NYCC’s own knowledge of the outputs for different
treatment types on these types of road.
Table 16 Output Rates (sq.m/hour)

Road Type

Surface Treatment

Moderate Overlay

Deep Overlay

Category 4a

189.5

81.67

88.50

Category 4b

189.5

81.67

88.50

ROAD CONDITION IMPACTS
1.37

Default values have been used for road condition impacts

ACCIDENTS RATES
1.38

The accident inputs used have been based on 2013 Stats19 data for Category 4 roads in North
Yorkshire. This contained 1,221 slight accidents, 402 serious accidents and 46 fatal accidents.

JOB IMPACTS
1.39

Default values have been used for job impacts.
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CONDITION BAND TO IRI TABLES
1.40

Default values have been used here.

BASE VEHICLE SPEEDS
1.41

Appropriate vehicle speeds for Category 4 roads have been allocated divided by vehicle type.
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Appendix K

ANNUAL ASSURANCE REPORT – SUMMARY NOTE

Category 4 Road Maintenance: Full Business Case : NEA6133-1/1

LGF Category 4 Road Maintenance
Annual Assurance Report
In addition to the normal quarterly meetings the BES Capital Project Board will consider an
annual ‘LGF Category 4 Road Maintenance Scheme Annual Assurance Report’ which will
look at the usage of the £24m LGF funding. This will include:
 Details of the previous years programme to ensure that all programmed schemes
have been delivered or there is a justifiable reason why they could not be delivered.
Additionally the expected vs. outturn cost of the programme will be considered, any
significant overspend explained and confirmation that any programme underspend
has been transferred to other schemes on the ‘in scope’ network (as defined in
Appendix F).
 Authorise any necessary carryover of schemes and/or funding to the following year.
 Consider details of future years programmes (currently 2 years in advance moving to
3 years) to ensure that all scheme are on the ‘in scope’ network and contribute
towards the objectives of the scheme.
 Consider annual monitoring of the indicators as set out in the Benefits Realisation
Plan. Namely:
o Percentage of ‘in scope’ road requiring maintenance (highway condition)
o Annual reactive maintenance costs
o Annual third party claims for damage to vehicles (both successfully and
unsuccessfully defended)
 The required level of local contribution to the scheme has been spent as
appropriate.
 Any lessons learned from the previous years of delivery of the programme and
actions to implement them. (These will also be included into the County Councils
annual Lessons Learned process which is part of the formal internal assurance
framework of the whole capital programme)
The report will also be considered by the Business and Environmental Services Executive
Members (portfolio holders for transport).
The Assistant Director Strategic Resources will (as delegated by the NYCC Section 151
Officer) certify that all Local Growth Fund monies have been spent in accordance with the
requirements of the grant.
Following consideration and agreement of the LGF Category 4 Road Maintenance Scheme
Annual Assurance Report and certification by the Assistant Director Strategic Resources the
report will be submitted to the York, North Yorkshire and East Riding Local Enterprise
Partnership for external scrutiny and audit by the LEP or their appointed consultants.

